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On March 03, 2 0 03,
| |

for Investigations, ILLINOIS GAMING BOARD (Gaming Board) provided
SA I I with a copy of a letter to

|

I I Office of Attorney General Lisa Madigan, from
I General Counsel, Office of Governor Rod

Blagojevich, undated, but sent via facsimile on February 28,
2003. The letter informed the AG's Office that the Governor's
Office was immediately withdrawing its request for the
appointment of I l as a Special Assistant Attorney
General for matters concerning the Illinois Gaming Board.

~1 advised that the governor's office saw
|

’

who clashed recently with the governor's transition team members
[

as a roadblock to a casino in
Rosemont . | |

would not allow them to ride roughshod over
the Gaming Board m the EMERALD CASINO matter. I I

characterized this as a huge blow to the board, as I I was
the lead attorney handling the disciplinary hearing that could
lead to the revocation of EMERALD'S license. No one who wants a
casino in Rosemont wants that hearing to resume on April 7, 2003,
because it will highlight organized crime connections of both
Rosemont Mayor DONALD STEPHENS and EMERALD investors. The
removal of I Iwi ll be explained to the public as a budget
decision, as

| | s firm has collected $1.5 million in legal
fees for representing the Gaming Board over the last three years

.



Office of the Governor
JRTC, l 00 West Randolph, Suite 1

6

' Chicago, Illinois 60601

Rod Blagojevich

Governor

b6
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BY HAND

Chief of Staff

Office of Attorney General Lisa Madigan
100 West Randolph
Chicago, Illinois 60601

Re: Illinois Gaming Board

Dear
|

~|
:

"

I am writing to confirm our conversation yesterday, in which I informed you that

our office is, effective immediately, withdrawing its request for the appointment of

las a Special Assistant Attorney General for matters concerning

the Illinois Gaming Board, Please feel free to contact me with any questions you

may have.

^inraroh/

General Counsel

Cc:

** TOTAL PAGE. 02 **
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Federal Bureau of Investigation

Copy to: United States Attorney
Attn: AUSA's b6

Report of:

Date:
*

SA 1

03/03/2003
office: Chicago

b7C

i

Case ID ft: 194B-CG-114999

Title: DONALD E. STEPHENS,
ET AL

Character:

Synopsis:

CSLPO - LOCAL

This investigation was predicated upon a Chicago Tribune
Newspaper article dated Saturday, November 9, 2002,
relating to the arrest of I

for robbery and official misconduct.
On November 14, 2002 , Park Ridge Police Department Chief
Jeff Caudill was interviewed regarding the incident;
however, Caudill was only able to provide limited
information. He stated that since the arrests were
conducted by the Chicago Police Department (CPD) all
reports were not available. After it was determined that
the incident and arrests occurred in Park Ridge, CPD
turned over its investigation to Chief Caudill. The
matter was referred to
Attorney, Cook County Public Integrity Unit for

] Assistant States

Prosecution.
intimidation,

lhas been subsequently indicted for
, r~ r~ r- ' • “I jl . J _

2 count s of official misconduct and robbery.
Iwas not charged.

- P -

DETAILS

:

b6
b7C

victim E

On November 4 , 2 002 at approximately 7:00pm,
I stated to CPD that she was robbed of

approximately $700 in U.S. currency, her Illinois driver's
license, and an address book. I I stated that the

b6
b7C

incident occurred at a Dominick's parking lot at
approximately 5500 North Cumberland Avegue, Park Ridge,M fir Cb~ 1

1 f^ ~ CT Uaft
This document contains neither recoimendationfe’*nor conclusions of the FBI. It isFtne property of the FBI

and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are no£
:
to be distributed outside your agency.
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4 *

R

Illinois . and that
i
[

the incident was witnessed by£
Jadvised officers that she was meeting

to give- her some money for her U.S. citizenship.

In describing the incident
,| |

stated that two
men approached her vehicle and one man opened her door and
displayed a badge ., This individual was later identified as |

|

~1 She said
| jasked her where are the drugs and the

guns . | I then instructed ! Ito shut off the vehicle and
remove the kevs.. placing them on the roof of the car . He then

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

removed I } s purse and instructed the second individual
later identified as ) I

I | to search the purse . I I was then instructed to
exit the vehicle and' to open the trunk for an inspection by

for his inspection

.

also removed a backpack giving it to[

at the instructions of

[

searched the purse belonging to
After completing the

search of the vehicle

.

the two purses and backpack were returned
Jtold [ Jto return to the sameto the vehicle.

location the next evening with $5,000 cash or she would be
arrested. I I advised that after the incident she
determined that $700 U.S.C. was missing from her purse along with
her driver's license and a address book.

On November 5, 2 002, [

AS

filed a formal complaint
with the CPD Area 5, case number HH-761052. This complaint
alleged police robbery and extortion in the amount of $5,000.
a result of the complaint, a CPD arrest team was dispatched to
5500 North Cumberland Avenue to see if the two males would be

] After identifying two males in a singlewaiting for
CPD effected anvehicle that fit the description of

arrest on the two individuals. They immediately identified
themselves as ladvised CPD

]at this location.
made no statements to arresting officers. A search

officers that he was waiting for|_

s pockets revealed a driver's license belonging to
which confirmed the allegations, therefore both men were

transported to Chicago Area 5

b6
b7C

Shortly after arriving at Area 5, CPD contacted Park
Ridge officials after determining that the offense took place in
Park Ridge. Park Ridge Chief Caudill, accompanied by Detective

I I and Commander
| |

responded to Area 5 Chicago. b6
b7C

I I was contacted after the arrest and came to b6
Area 5 for subject identification purposes . She was able to b7c
identify

|
|in a line-up prepared by CPD.

Subsequently, notn individuals were interviewed by CPD and Park

2
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Ridge Police and voluntary statements

.

interviewing officers, ASA
[

also participated in the interview of

In addition to the

=L Public Integrity Unit,

[

In summary,

f

] advised he has been a

operates
Jfor approximately 3 years and also

Contracting Co.Copsuiting Inc. and His
consulting company is an advocacy agency for immigrants who are
arrested. |advised that he advertises in the Polish Daily
News and has an office on Milwaukee Avenue in Chicago, Illinois.

| |said he learned about I Ithrouah her former business
partner,

[

~ 1

an escort service called

[

]
Both L had operated

(

C

PD provided photos of
escorts obtained via' the internet at "www. ~lcom".

I Ifurther advised that a friend of hers, I

was arrested by CPD on October 30, 2002 for prostitution.
further stated that he had learned through I I thatl
was to meet with l ~l on November 4, 2002 at approximately
6:30pm at the Dominick 1 s parking lot on the corner of Cumberland
and Higgins Road., I l also told| I that V 1 is in
possession of drugs and weapons, however this information was not
accurate . During s interview and subsequent signed
statement , he never identifies his purpose for intercepting

s vehicle.
| |

does admit to taking money,
driver 1 s license and address book and demanding $5,000.
further admitted to identifying himself as a police officer to

I land displayed a badge

.

crime stating

|

However,

~| carefully minimizes
[ |

s role in the
]did not know what was going on.

] does participate in the search of the 2

purses, the backpack, and also the vehicle.

The interview of f
CPD was conducted after
He stated he is employed by L

I by Park Ridge and
I
waived his Miranda rights

.

] for 3 years as a
|_

iHe further
as a

advised he has known
~|. He stated

that on November 4, 2002 he drove his white
|

~| car to the corner of Higgins and Cumberland at the
instructions of

| |
He advised he saw a white female in her

20s with long dark hair
| |> exiting one vehicle and

[

entering another vehicle . At this pointythe

J toD pull
id]

""

ide . F

] instructed
vehicle

said that he and
the driver 1 s side
the vehicle

|

exited at
proceeded to open the trunk

ull his car in front of vehicle #2

.

1 exited their vehicle with
said that the

going to
female driver of

s instruction and
gave

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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[purse and instructed him to search it for drugs.
said he took the purse and searched it along with the passenger
purse. He said the driver's purse contained condoms and make-up,
however, an outside pocket contained money. I 1 said he
put the money back in the purse, then searched the passenger' s
purse and returned both purses to the vehicle.

|
| also

]' s car (vehicle #T) and searchedstated that he went to |_

the trunk for drugs . He said he was given a backpack by

[

T_ T ! j » 3 _ ~l *1 _ i 1 * I I _ 1 .search which contained only clothing.
he searched the front seats including the underneath and back
pouches of the seats

to

] also stated

Later admitted to Chief
Caudill that he took the driver's license out of ^
as well as an address book and gave those items to

s purse

by SA's [

During interview of Chief Caudill on November 14, 2002,

|
|_Rosemont

Captain

|

|

arrived
i They were told by
could not talk _t° c l

1 (Ph) of Storino,
represent I | only . At

] and
5 in order to talk to

] that they
Shortly thereafter, Attorney
Rammello and Durkin, arrived to
this point I I talked to

Park Ridge or CPD

.

On the same evening,
.

Jaguar which was parked in front of[
Rosemont, Illinois.

c[ave_a_consent to search his
|

' s residence in
When Park Ridge Police arrived, all the

windows of the Jaguar were broken out including the headlights
and taillights. Caudill advised Agents that he could not
understand this happening since the vehicle was maintained in a
gated community in Rosemont. After learning of the incident,

| |
advised Caudill that he knew who did the damage to his

vehicle and that "they" were sending a message to him.
would not elaborate on "they" or discuss the message.

As of November 12, 200 2. Park Ridge Police had been
searching for i I with negative results. On that
date. Park Ridge received a telephone call from the Rosemont
Police Department stating that I 1 was at Rosemont Police
Station. Rosemont was advised that there was a Grand Jury
subpoena for i land to have her wait until ASA I I and
Park Ridoe* could arrive . I I who was born in i I

Iadvised she did not understand English so an
interpreter (from Rosemont) was provided.

In her statement given to ASA I l and Park Ridge
Police, | | said that I I gave money ($7 00) directly to

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b3
b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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"land there was no robbery. She also said that
|

\

~| was not present during the incident on November 4,
2002. Subsequent investigation of I I has determined that
she entered the United States in 1998 and is currently on an
overstay status with the Immigration and Naturalization Service
(INS) . She was arrested for prostitution on Oct 30, 2002 by CPD
and on 2/21/03 the

(

matter was Stricken off Leave, reinstate.

TIMELINE OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Date ~

Event

10/30/02 arrested by CPD for prostitution.

11/04/02
|

conduct an unlawful stop,
search and robbery of $700 U.S. currency and a
driver's license from I

~~|
. Witness

I was also present in the vehicle
at the time of the robbery.

11/05/02 [ ]files a complaint with Chicago Police
(report HH-761052) alleging robbery of her money
and driver's license. At 7:00pm CPD arrests
and I

’]in Park Ridge.
[

and
I

1 —
' l I

both give statements to CPD and Park
Ridge Police regarding their involvement in the
crime

.

11/06/02

11/07/02

11/ 12/02

f s Jaguar is searched by Park Ridge Policem Rosemont, IL. The vehicle was damaged by persons
unknown prior to the search.

I gives Park Ridge PD a signed statement.

Cook County States Attorneys prepare a complaint
charging |

~| with 4 counts of criminal conduct
including intimidation, 2 counts of official
misconduct and robbery.

Rosemont PD contacts Park Ridge advising I

I I is at the Rosemont PD if Park Ridge
desires to interview her.

Chief Donald Stephens II signs a letter advising

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

5
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Ithat he is being terminated from the
leffective

12/2002 | |
is indicted by a Cook County Grand Jury

as per the complaint

.

t

12/05/02 Chicago Tribune article states that Rosemont will
be reducing the part-time auxiliary police from
500 to approximately 150. I I is cited in
the article by Mayor Donald Stephens

.

0i/200'3 Chief Caudill provides police reports to the FBI.

DEFENDANTS 1 BACKGROUND

Defendant #1

Name

:

AKA:
-

Race

:

Sex:
DOB:
SSAN

:

Address

:

Telephone

:

Employment

Defendant #2

Name

:

Race

:

Sex:
DOB:
SSAN:
Address

:

Employment

:
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ASA OPINION AND INTENT TO PROSECUTE

AUSA |

~~1 advised that the actions of
| |

| would be a violation of the Hobbs Act, 18 USC
1951

.

r I said that the taking of property (robbery) and the
demand for money (extortion)' satisfy the elements of the statute.

advised that he would prosecute the matter federally, if
the Cook County States Attorney (CCSA) would be willing to
transfer this matter to Federal court. ASA I I

773/869 J lis handling this case for CCSA.

b6
b7C

ANALYSIS OF THE EVIDENCE

Defendant Statements

:

( 1 ) I aka (see report of interview dated
11/5/02 and signed |

statement dated 11/6/02).

| lhas admitted to the facts of the incident as well
as providing a signed statement for prosecutors . While I I

readily admits to the robbery of $700 U.S. currency, there still
remains the question of his demand for $5,000 cash from I 1

as well as what he was told by I I regarding drugs and
weapons . I I needs to be interviewed additionally for
statements concerning his knowledge of prostitution and how he
became a

| |
.

(2) I

11 / 5 / 02 )

.

]
(see report of interview dated

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

during his interview with Chief Caudill
and Chicago Police Officers, provides no specific motive for

|
s robbery and extortion. He also fails to provide prior

knowledge of the event yet he follows the instruction of a I

| | The fact thatl l admits to taking
the driver's license from I

implicates him in the crime
year veteran of
misprision of a felon by failing to report
demands of I I on 11/4/02.

Fs purse and giving it to
Furthermore,

| |
as a 25

|
would be guilty of

1 s extortion

7
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Witness Statements :

( 1 )

Can testify that identified himself as a police
officer and instructed her to exit her vehicle, search her person
as well as her car. I I will testify that

|
Iremoved

approximately $700- in U.S. currency from her purse and also her
driver's license and address book. She will also state that

| |
demanded $5,000 in cash to him the following day or that

she would be arrested. (see interview dated 11/5/02 and CPD
complaint filed 11/5/02)

.

( 2 )

] provides false information to investigators
concerning the activities of
approximately 8 days after the event

.

the Rosemont Police Department. I

involvement of I I in attempts to impeach the

mvs
She is contacted

eriously appearing at
lies about the

credibility of the victiml
11 / 12 / 02 )

.

(see report dated

isIt will be necessary to reinterview
currently in INS overstay in the United States and has also been
arrested for prostitution by CPD on October 30, 2002. I I

needs to be served with a Federal Grand Jury subpoena for witness
appearance

.

] who

(3)

I I was never interviewed in the course of this
investigation, however is the girlfriend of

I l
and a former

escort service partner of I I
clearly initiates

the contact between
| | and may supply the

incorrect information that
| |

has weapons and drugs on her
possession.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b3
b6
b7C

b6
b7C
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DOCUMENTS AND TANGIBLE OBJECTS

The following items of evidence have been obtained
during the course of this investigation:

1. Chicago Police report dated 11/5/02.

2. Chicago Police supplemental reports #HH-761052.

3. Park Ridge Police reports # 02-22843.

4 . Signed statement by

5. Various identification cards on the possession of

6. Copy of I I
1 s Illinois driver's license

found on
| |

7 . ] victim statement

.

8 .

9.

10

Copies of the felony complaint filed in th^ Circuit
Court of Cook County entitled Illinois vs.

Statement of

Statement of

11 . Traffic ticket issued to
number I I .

on [ ]02

12 Village of Rosemont letter dated 11/12/02 addressed
tol 1 and signed by I

13. Chicago Tribune article dated 12/5/02.

14. Interview of Chief Jeff Caudill.

15.

Copies of Extravaganza Club, Midnight Chicago
advertisement on the internet for escorts and
prostitution.

16 . Certified copies of applications for the Firearms
Identification cards in the name of[

'

and from the Illinois State Police
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POSSIBLE DEFENSE THEORY

I |
has admitted to the charges facing him/ however,

he has taken steps to minimize
| |

' s conduct.
I |

may claim ignorance of motive and intent since the
entire event was controlled and directed by

|

may defend his actions believing he was acting in good faith
based on information provided by

| |
He may also defend the

search' of the vehicles as based on reasonable suspicion that
I Iwas in possession of drugs and/or weapons.

|
| appears

likely to take the fall for this offense and continue to minimize
I

1 s involvement for reasons only assumed.

OTHER ISSUES

The victim, I I lacks full credibility as a
witness since she is engaged in internet prostitution. The only
corroborating witness. I I contradicts the
testimony of I 1 for motives believed to be self-serving.
There are no other direct witnesses to the November 4th event
other than the previously mentioned individuals.

10 '
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interview by Park Ridge PD
dated 11/06/02
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1 INCIDENT NO

3 INCIDENT

ROBBERY

•:* -- I

T^SSarT

PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

2 COMPLAINT NUMBER

02-22843
4 DATE

11/05/02 b6
-b7C

\v
parking lot located at the corner of Cumberland and Higgins.

626 four door^n the parking lot near the north doors of the store.

the vehicle and erased the door. advised she was meeting with[

related she parked her Mazda

got into the passefiger side of

]togive her $500.00 to

aide her in obtaininckher U.S. citizenship.
|

advised two men appjoached her car and they

opened the doors to hef\vehicle. The man on the driverside was a IV] A/, in his 30's wearing a dark

jacket, wire frame glasses, and a police, badge. The M/W askeisked[

nr i

J/vhere the gun. and drugs

were, and she informed the man she did not have a gun or drugs. The man removed her purse from her

/
vehicle, and took her drivers license, credit card and U.S..C'. The man told her to meet them on 11/05/02,

same location, same time and to bring $5000.00 or she would be arrested.

'X
stated her friend

did not say anything while the men were looking in the car and when they left she just got out of

/ \
insisted the money she gavethe car and walked away. was to help her with her

citizenship and nothing else. R/l as£e(£

advised she used tp^’hang out" with a girl named
/

|who she thought would send the men to take her money.

bragged to| |that he had

a gun and she told ajr'ex-boyfriend she knew a lot of drug dealers.

bragging, but the-two men asked her where the gun and drugs were.

y
A,

\

advised she was only

(related she met at a

night club called Jeduyna located at Diversey and Central in Chicago.

both
|

~
advisech-she usually saw

on the weekends at that club.
b6
-b7C _

On 11/06/02 at approx. 0200hrs. R/l and Cook County A.S.A.

(M/W Dob:

interviewed suspect 1:

A.S.A. informed

pf his Miranda Warning and

and R/l. related the following not verbatim:

stated he understood his rights and would talk to A.S.A.

has been l ]
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1 INCIDENT NO

3 INCIDENT

ROBBERY
PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

2 COMPLAINT NUMBER

02-22843

11/05/02

company which is an advocacy agency that assists foreign immigrants.! I advised he advertises ii
b

I 1 b

a polish newspaper. On or about October 5
th
he was contacted at his business by a girl named!

told him she was arrested by the Rolling Meadows Police Dept, for driving while license

suspended. Jto get SR22 insurance, copies of the tickets and. to meet him with that

fs real name was and she provided him with the

again and informed him that a friend of

information. On or about October 12
th

| |

met with
|

~| at Famous Daves in Streamwood or

Schaumburgh. learned
[s real name was

|

~|
arid she provided him with the

information, he requested. The next dat
| [

contacted
|
again and informed him that a friend of

hers named
| |

was arrested by C.P.D. for prostitution. He told
| |

to get ail the paperwork

together regarding
! I

s arrest and to give it to him the next time she saw him. Approx, one week

later he met with
| |

at Gibson's Steak House in Rosemont.
| |

toldf |
that she used to be

partners with a girl named
| [

and they owned an escort service named Extravaganza.
| [

had a

falling out with
!

~|and she walked away from the escort service. related he spoke to the

day before Halloween and she told him that another one of her friends was arrested by the Chicago

hers named

together regarding

Police Dept. advised a girl named was contacted by to do an escort for her

company and she was arrested by an undercover Chicago Police Officer.
[ [

instructed
! j

to get

the paperwork together on that arrest and to give it to him.
| Related | |

was going to meet with

in about a week to pay for her attorney.
|
then learned from

)

that the meeting

between was going to be at the Dominick's in Park Ridge.
| |

told
|

to

bring the arrest paperwork because she did not believe that was arrested for prostitution.

told to be at the Dominick's in Park Ridge on Nov. 4th between 6:30pm and 7:00pm and to get

's arrest paperwork and the money for the attorney from On 1 1/04/02 at approx 6:15pm

drove to s house in Rosemont to go out to dinner. looked al^ I I

between

bring the arrest paperwork because she did not believe thatf

drove tc s house in Rosemont to go out to dinner.

u\o*\q^
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' 1 INCIDENT NO ' : ' .A 2 COMPLAINT NUMBER

* *

TsastfT •

02-22843
3 INCIDENT

PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
4 DATE

ROBBERY SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 11/05/02

new surround system and watched "Saving Private Ryan” on DVD| I drove his white Ford Crowb6

Victoria Squad car with
|

~| as a passenger in the car.
|
asked

| |
to stop by the Dominick's

in Park ridge first so he could pick up some papers and some money for an attorney for a client. I I

parked the squad car in the Dominick’s parking lot and
| ^observed |

sitting in a Chrysler

Sebring with her boyfriend.
| |

got out of the car and walked to a Mazda 626 and got into the

passenger side of the vehicle.
| |

moved the squad car and parked perpendicular to the Mazda 626.
;

got out of the squad car and walked to the passenger side of the Mazda.
|

opened the
j

door and asked
| |

where the gun and drugs were. related
| linformed him l 1 usually

carries the club drug "x" on her. He then told l Ito turn the car off, remove the keys from the ignition

and place them on the hood of his car. reached into the vehicle and removed a black purse from

between the two fron seats. removed I Is drivers license, credit card and $500.00 U.S.C..

He placed the purse on the roof of the vehicle, walked to the trunk area, opened the trunk and inspected

it for weapons and drugs.
| |

gave
|

~|her purse and credit card, he informed [ |
to meet him

at the same place, same time tomorrow with $5000.00 for lawyers fees and she would get her drivers

license back or she would be arrested. got back into the passenger side of
| |

s car and they

drove away. On Nov 5
th

at approx. 6:1 5prr
| |

met
| |

at
| [

s house in Rosemont to go out to

dinner.
| |

drove his Toyota 4-Runner and
|

"[ rode in the passenger seat.
| |

asked
| |

to

stop at the Dominick's in Park Ridge so he could pick up some money and paperwork for a client.
| |

parked his Toyota in the Dominick's parking lot and approx, five minutes later they were confronted by

Chicago Police Officers at gun point.
| |

advised he had I ~ls drivers license on his person at

that time. He further related we could find photos off at the following web
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Voluntary Statement

to Park Ridge PD
dated 11/06/02
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DATEL

VOLUNTARY STATEME
.place rWkl&obC- P-O-

X, tha undersigned,!

on j at_1

PlAWS / 3

TIME STARTED ft ,M.

_yeara of age, having been born
b6
b7C

I now live at!

T haw been duly warned and advised by . a person who has identified himself am

'A UvU ^p\v-fa Q^(;\<JaVU that I do not have to make any statement at all, nor answer -any question*

or do anything that might tend to go against me or incriminate me in any manner, and that any statement I make, can and will be used against me on

the trial or trials for the offense or offenses concerning which the following statement is herein made, I was also warned and advised of my right to

the advice and presence of a lawyer of my own choice before or at any time during my questioning or statement I make, and if I am not able to hire

a lawyer I may request and have a lawyer appointed for me, by the proper authority, without cost or- charge to me.

I do not want to talk to a lawyer, and I hereby knowingly and purposely waive my right to the advice and presence of a lawyer before and during any
questioning or at any time before or while I voluntarily make the following statement to the aforesaid person, knowing that anything I say can and will

be used against me in a court or courts of law.
i

I declare that the following voluntary statement is made to the aforesaid person of my own free will without promise of hope or reward, without fear or

threat of physical harm, without coercion, favor or offer of favor, without leniency or offer of leniency, by any person or persons whomsoever.
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I have read omch page of this statement consisting of pageis), each page of which be*rs my signature, and corrections, if any, bear my initials, and I certify

that the facts contained herein are true and correct. I further certify that I made no request for the advice or presence of a lawyer before or during any part of

this statement, nor at any time before it was finished did I request that this statement be stopped. I also declare that I was not told or prompted what to say in

this statement.
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I, the undersigned,..

on_

TTME STARTED _.M.

i. I now live at_[

_j?ear» of age, having been born
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I have been duly warned and advised by OtT j*£t a person who has identified himself n
9 ft ^PoW-L* O^vCiaA- . —— that I do not have to make any statement at all. nor answer any questions

or do anything that might tend to go against me or incriminate me in any manner, and that any statement I make, can and will be used against me on
the trial or trials for the offense or offenses concerning which the following statement ia herein made. I was also warned and advised of my right to
the advice and presence of a lawyer of my own choice before or at any time during my questioning or statement I make, and if I am not able to hire
a lawyer I may request and have a lawyer appointed for me, by the proper authority, without cost or charge to me.

I do not want to talk to a lawyer, and I hereby knowingly and purposely waive my right to the advice and presence of a lawyer before and during any
questioning or at any time before or while I voluntarily make the following statement to the aforesaid person, knowing that anything I say can and will
be used against me in a court or courts of law,

1 declare that the following voluntary statement ia made -to the aforesaid peraon of my own free will without promise of hope or reward, without fear or
threat of physical harm, without coercion, favor or offer of favor, without leniency or offer of leniency, by any person or persons whomsoever.
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I hmvc read each page of this statement consisting of pagefsK each page of which bears my signature, and corrections, if any, bear my initials, and I certify

that the facts contained herein are true and correct. I further certify that I made no request for the advice or presence of a lawyer before or during any part of
this statement, nor at any time before it was finished did I request that this statement be stopped. I also declare that I was not told or prompted what to say in

this statement.
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, that l do not have to make any statement at all, nor answer any questions

or do anythin* that might tend to go against me or incriminate me in any manner, and that any statement I make, can and will be used -against me on

the trial or trials for the offense or offenses concerning which the following statement is herein made. I was also warned and advised of my right to

the advice and presence of a lawyer of my own choice before or at any time during my questioning or statement I make, and if I am not able to hire

a lawyer I may request and have a lawyer appointed for me, by the proper authority, without cost or charge to me.

I do not want to talk to a lawyer, and I hereby knowingly and purposely waive my right to the advice and presence of a lawyer before and during any

questioning or at any time before or while I voluntarily make the following statement to the aforesaid person, knowing that anything I say can and will

be used against me in a court or courts of law.

I declare that the following voluntary statement is made to the aforesaid person of my own free will without promise of hope or reward, without fear or

threat of physical harm, without coercion, favor or offer of favor, without leniency or offer of leniency, by any person or persona whomsoever.
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SUV bearing the license [
b6
b7C

I
with two male white occupants, was observed backed into

space in the Southeast corner of the parking lot and the engine was running. Detectives
|

~|

and l ~llooked through binoculars and felt that the occupants fit the description of the offender

from the robber.

Detectives and Sgt.

b6
b7C

pulled up on the silver SUV, identify

themselves as police and requested the occupants to raise their hands and exit the vehicle. Th
occupants complied with this request. The passenger, now known as I I exited tht

IWhere anpassenger door and said, "There must be a misunderstanding, and we're from

you guys from?” A pat down search revealed that both occupants were armed with semi-automat?'

weapons. The occupants' were then handcuffed for officer safety. Sgt. I Ithen askec

"Why are you guys sitting here?” Idid not have a response.

asked, "Why are you guys sitting here?" Istated, "I’m just waiting forf
• «» f I nr>' I it • 1 1 i _ _ _

way.

pnce again wa.

]he is on hit

was then asked, "Do you have anything on you that does not belong to you?”

stated. "No. you can search me if you want to." Sgt.
[, _ _ v w Jemptied the pockets ofj

]and discovered in hie front left pocket an Illinois driver's license that belonged top

J At this point both occupants’ weapons were taken from them.
| |

neve

said a word during this whole time.

Two squad cars from the 016th District were requested to transport the occupants to Area f

Detective Division for further investigation. Beats 1611 and 1643 responded and handled the

transport.

b6
b7C

Once at Area 5 Detective Division the victim,
|

asked to respond to 5555 W. Grand Avenue to view a line-up. L

incident had occurred in the Dominick's parking lot at Higgins and Cumberland

come to Area 5 Detective Division as soon as she could. •
.

.

lwas contacted by telephone anc

stated that the origins

She stated she woulc

Armed with this information it was now known that the original offense occurred within the city o

Park Ridge, Illinois, and not Chicago. The Park Ridge Police Department was then called anc

b6
b7C

Detective answered the phone. The facts of the case were related to Detective ]and he

was notified that two subjects were in custody and that they may be employed by the Rosemont Illinois

Police Department. Detective l Istated that he needed to confer with his commander and woulc

call back. A short time later Detective l [called and stated that he and his commander woulc

respond to Area 5 and that it would be helpful if the investigation continued at that location.

b6
b7C
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Detectivef [
Commander

| j
and Chief Caudill responded to Area 5 Detective Division, f

was decided that a line-up would be conducted in Area 5. The line-up was conducted and the victim

]
picked both| out of the line-up.

Chief Caudill and Sergeant I

with ASA
| |

interviewed!

"[interviewed Detective alone

The following is a summary of the interview conducted by Chief Jeffrey Caudill of the Park Ridge
,

Police Department and Sergeant I l of the Chicago Police Department. This
i

summary is not verbatim and took place at the Chicago Police Area Five Detective Division's Interview
|

room F. Chief Jeffrey Caudill of the Park Ridge Police Department, from a pre-printed card, read Mr.

b6
b7C
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his rights as per Miranda at 0100 hou rs. This was done in the presence of Sgt.
* X i ’ ' " " ' ' ' r

| stated that he understoodbf the Chicago Police Department.

each of his rights and wished to speak with Chief Caudill and Sgt

Byears. He is|_

states that he has known

stated that he has been employed by[

land works the
[

b6
b7C

PM.
~lfor the past

]
for a couple of years. Ever since

I Icame on as a

The reason for this is thatl Iruns a home remod
I'
But for the past 2 months he has been hanging around with him.

use him to remodel his basement,

to remodel the basement.

eling company and is going to

is re-financing his home on 05 Nov 2002 in order

jstates that on 04 November 2002 he had worked the day shift,

Tforf

r —

j

>i i*

J
He left work and went to his home at[

PM, as a

around 6:00 PM. J
Once home he went and worked out. I I called or came to his home at

had something with him when he came over.

which he was going give td
Mr.

1 Idrove and took his whitel "lwhich is It has
on it but is

1 Once in the car told him that he

in Park Ridge.

drove to .the Dominick's parking lot and pulled inside. He drove around the lot once:

and then backed into a parking space.
|

|was sitting in the passenger seat of
[

bar. A few moments later a female in her 20s with dark shoulder length hair and glasses exits a

dark colored vehicle.
| |

tells him, there she is, pull up by her.

When they pull up she is sitting in the passenger seat of another car. l "Isavs get out with me and

,b6

b7C

look who is in'the- passenger seat.
I boes to the driver side of the car and takes.the -driver out of

the car.

there is any ecstasy in there.

walks to rear of the car and I "hands Him a purse and says, look to see if

went up to the passenger and took her purse from her.

took the driver back by the trunk of her car and
then took both of the purses

]He searched the driver’s purse which he said contained rubbers and make-back inside|_

up. There was an outside pocket, which contained a bunch of dollars, which he states that he put

back in the purse and zipped the pocket.

check the passenger's purse? then hands t

then asks l ~l do you still want me to

he passenger back her purse and throws

then goes to the rear of the light haired

nen says to the light haired girl, why are

]to go
checks inside the knapsack, which contains an outfit, clothing. Mr.

j
the driver's purse into the back of her car.

girl's vehicle and checks the trunk, but finds nothing.

you doing
"
X". | Ithen throws a knapsack into the squad car and tells[

through it.

| |
then states that after checking the knapsack he throws all three, the knapsack and the

two purses in the back seat of the girl's car. | lalso says that he checked under the

car’s front seat and in the rear pouches. Thenl ]got back into the squad car and they

left the parking lot.

says that l loriginally gave him the driver's purse. He also states that at someb6

point he moves the squad car into a parking space. states that all of this took
b7C
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approximately 5 minutes.

b6 They then drove to a restaurant named, Bailey's on Touhy near Cumberland where they ate dinner
b7c and

I I
paid for the meal. From Bailey’s- restaurant they drove to Harlem and irvinq

Plaza to look for diet

workers were painting.
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pills. Next they d rove to girl named [ ]s house where some of I E
states that he returned home at approximately 10:00 PM.

On 05 November 2002 [

I IforP
said he had worked the day shift,

[

where

[
They entered

he had to piss.

] PM, as a— — —

j

>i i
*

He came home to his house on
[^ with I I and asked if Mr.was

eat? [

stopped by around 5:00 or 5:30 PM.
was hungry? I l is in her 30s with blondish brown hair and they are just friends.

ts home andl Itold him the only reason he stopped by was because
was leaving he tells Mr.

that he wi

then gave
return at 6:30 PM.

a T-shirt. As
comes back and asks if he wants to get a bite to

]
states that he wanted to drive past a girl's house that might have done a stick

up in Rosemont. He was just planning to ride past her apartment.

lasks. do you want to take a ride? f

to wash his truck so he took his Toyota, f
meet a guy.

]said that he always drives and he wanted
]then tells him take a ride with me to Dominick's. 1 gotta

Isays that in the past he has met others on business with
| so he

did not think anything of it.
| |

pulled into the Dominick's lot and backed into a space.
We were just talking and next thing I know these guys roll up on us and I hear

! I say, there is a
misunderstanding.

| I
says, I think it's about fucking with that broad last night.

c ]then said, I didn’t take nothing out of the purse.. I did not even go into the

b6
b7C

passenger's purse. The driver's purse had a pile of singles in it, but I put it back inside the pocket.

opportunity I don't know.

then stated, I don't know if
| |

took anything out of her purse. If he had an

When asked, what] "ldoes?
~|and does remodeling.

he sets them up with lawyers.

stated that is
| |

for

Also Polish people come to him when they get arrested for DUI and

A short time later asked to speak once again with Chief Caudill and Sgt.

At this time he said, listen I took a driver's license and an address book out of the

asked
,
is there a driver's license and I handed it to him. The

address book was about 4 inches by 6 inches.
| |

said, I kept something of hers. It was just stupid

driver's purse and gave it to

Jsaid, is there a driver's license and I answered yeah and he said she is not getting it back. The
interview was terminated at this point.

Both were released without charging by the Chicago
Police Department and turned over to the Park Ridge Police Department for further investigation and
charging. All evidence was also turned over to Detective

f |

of the Park Ridge Police Department.

This case is unfounded due to the fact that the crime occurred outside of the city of Chicago.
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1 INCIDENT NO A 2 COMPLAINT NUMBER

• T&X 02-22843
3 INCIDENT

PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
4 DATE

, „ b6
ROBBERY SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 11/05/02 b7c

In summary, on 11/05/02 at or about 2100hrs. R/l received a phone call from Chicago Police

Department Area 5 Sgt. | related the Chicago Police

department took a police report- for robbery (Case report HH-761052) on Nov. 5
th 2002 where the victim:

(F/W Dob

related she was meeting with a friend in her vehicle in the 5500 N. Block of Cumberland, Chicago when

two men opened the her vehicles doors. The man on the drivers side asked I where the gun and

drugs were in the car. The men searched her vehicle and the man on the drivers side took her purse,

removed $700.00 U.S.C., her drivers license and credit card. The man gave her the purse and credit

card back and told her to meet him at the same place, same time tommorrow with $5000.00 and she

would get her drivers license back or she would be arrested. Sgt. related that some of

their detectives went to the Dominicks located at 1900 S. Cumberland Park Ridge at or about 1900hrs in _

attempt to locate the offenders. Area 5 Detectives located two men in the parking lot of the Dominicks

sitting in a Toyota 4 Runner. The man in the passenger seat of the vehicle had the complainant's drivers

furtherlicense on his person. Both men were transported by C.P.D. to Area 5. Sgt.

related their investigation showed the original incident reported by the victim, occurred at 1900 S.

Cumberland, PArk Ridge IL., he further advised one of the men in custody was|

and the other man was

b6
b7C

R/l contacted Commanderi and appraised him of the case. Commanded met with

R/l at P.R.P.D. and we drove to Chicago Area 5 to meet with Sgt.

b6 On 1 1/05/02 at approx. 2245hrs. R/l and Commandeij
b7C

interviewed the complainant[

related on 1 1/04/02 at approx. 1900hrs she met with a girl named| in the Dominick's

uWU1-'

b6
b7C
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1 INCIDENT NO

3 INCIDENT

ROBBERY

r
<ffitpsr

PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

2 COMPLAINT NUMBER

02-22843

11 /05/02

parking lot located at the corner of Cumberland and

626 four door in the parking lot near the north doors of the store.

related she parked her Mazb6
b7C

"lgot into the passenger side of

the vehicle and closed the door.
|
advised she was meeting with to give her $500.00 to

aide her in obtaining her U.S'. citizenship.
|
advised two men approached her car and they

opened the doors to her vehicle. The man on the driverside was a M/W, in his 30’s wearing a dark

jacket, wire frame glasses, and a police badge. The M/W asked where the gun and drugs

were, and she informed the man she did not have a gun or drugs. The man removed her purse from her

vehicle, and took her drivers license, credit card and U.S.C. The man told her to meet them on 1 1/05/02,

same location, same time and to bring $5000.00 or she would be arrested. lstated her friend

]did not say anything while the men were looking in the car and when they left she just got out of

the car and walked away.
|
insisted the money she gave was to help her with her

citizenship and nothing else. R/l asked who she thought would send the men to take her money.

advised she used to "hang out" with a girl named I

a gun and she told an ex-boyfriend she knew a lot of drug dealers.

night club called Jeduyna located at Diversey and Central in Chicago.

]bragged to
| |

that he had

|
advised she was only

bragging, but the two men asked her where the gun and drugs were. I I related she met
| |

at a

ladvised she usually saw

on the weekends at that club.

On 11/06/02 at approx/ 0200hrs. R/l and Cook County A.S.A.I

]
(M/W Dob:

|

lof his Miranda Warning andl

|

interviewed suspect 1:

I A.S.A. informed

stated he understood his rights and would talk to A.S.A.

and R/l. lrelated the following not verbatim:[ has beer

He also owns a construction company and a consulting



interview by Park Ridge PD
dated 11/12/02



3 INCIDENT

Robbery
PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT

2 COMPLAINT NUMBER

02-22843

11 -12-02

In summary, on 11-12-02 I was contacted by the Rosemont Police Department. The Rosemont P.D.

advised that a witnsess in a' Park .Ridge robbery case, was at- their Police

Department. The Rosemont Police Department stated that they had called A.S.A.

advised her of the situation. The Rosemont P.D asked if we were interested in interviewinc

responded "yes" and Commander and I met A.S.A. at the Rosemont Police

Department. Commander[ A.S.AJ and I interviewed at the Rosemont

P.D.. Jstated the she did not speak fluent English and asked for a Czechoslovakian translator.

assisted us as a translator. related the

following, not verbatim: She had known I Ifor a period of 3-4 months and that she had

loaned l I $5,000.00. She stated that
|

~~|

had set up a meeting at 1900 S. Cumberland at 1900hrs

to pay her the money back. I I related that she arrived at 1900 S. Cumberland at 1830hrs.to pay her the money back.

stated that once she arrived she contacted stated that she arrived at

Dominicks alone in her Chrysler Sebring. stated that when she observed [ |
s arrival she

went to vehicle and sat in the passengers seat. Shortly thereafter, arrived.

According to approached the drivers side of the vehicle and spoke tc

stated that
l |

asked I Ifor money and that
| I

gave him $500.00.|

not see another subject with stated that
) ldid not search[

lstated that she did

lvehicle.

related that she did not observe what type of vehicle exited. stated that she has known

for 2-3 weeks. stated thatf

going to help her find a lawyer to represent her in a recent arrest.

]owns a consulting firm and that he was

1.
1

stated that
j |

did not give

her the $500.00 he took from At this time we concluded our interview with

A.S.A advised Commanderf land I that we could provide the Rosemont P.D. with

l/JOJOX •
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1 INCIDENT NO A 2 COMPLAINT NUMBER

02-22843
3 INCIDENT PARK RIDGE POLICE DEPARTMENT 4 DATE

Robbery SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT 11-12-02

any police reports they needed for their investigation. On 1 1-12-02 A.S.A| |was present whe£®
c

these documents were exchanged.
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TANGIBLE OBJECTS



194B-CG-114999

DOCUMENTS AND TANGIBLE OBJECTS

The following items of evidence have been obtained
during the course of this investigation:

1 .

2 .

3 .

4

5

Chicago Police report dated 11/5/02.

Chicago Police supplemental reports #HH-761052.

Park Ridge Police reports # 02-22843.

Signed statement by
| |

Various identification cards on the possession of

\
s Illinois driver's license6 . Copy of ["

found on]

7 •
1

victim statement.

8 . Copies of the felony complaint filed in the
Court of Cook County entitled Illinois vs

.

9.

10 .

11 .

Statement of

Statement of

Traffic ticket issued tol

number YA-187-817.
on 10/16/02

12 Village of Rosemont letter dated 11/12/02 addressed
tol "H and signed by I

13. Chicago Tribune article dated 12/5/02.

14. Interview of Chief Jeff Caudill. >

15. Copies of Extravaganza Club, Midnight Chicago
advertisement on the internet for escorts and
prostitution.

16. Certified copies of applications for the Firearms
Identification cards in the name of I 1

and from the Illinois State Police.

b6
b7C

9
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/ASE SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT HH761052
35,10 S. Michigan-Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60653 Jflk
(For use by Chicago Police - Bureau of Investigative Services Persort^^iliy)

Case id

:

Sup ID

:

2440615
1911150 CASR301

last Offense Classification/Re-Classification

ROBBERY / Strongarm - No Weapon

;
IUCR Code

i 0320

Original Offense Classification

ROBBERY / Strongarm - No Weapon

IUCR Code

™032(T
Address of Occurrence » Beat of Occur

5500 N CUMBERLAND AVE t 1614

No of Victims .rj; 'No of Offenders • NoofArrested
1 — -----

1 .. ! 2 i 2

SCR No

Location Type
| Location Code

"T**—*.......a...

Parking Lot/Garage(Non.Resid.)
!

i 277

Secondary Location

Date of Occurrence
.

j
Unit Assigned

04-NOV-2002 19:00

Date RO Arrived
; Fire Related?

J Gang Related?

05-NOV-2002 17:00 i NO S NO
[Domestic Related?

NO1402
mim

T:
Reporting Officer ;5tar No i Approving Supervisor » Star No ? Primary Detective Assigned Star No

Date SuftrVntted

T3-NOV-2O62T0TOO"'

j

Date Approved

\ 13-N6v-2062"22:55
"

b6
b7C

Assignment Type

"field'

THIS IS A FIELD INVESTIGATION PROGRESS-LINE UP REPORT

VICTIM(S) :

Female / White /_Years

DOB:
RES:

EMPLOYMENT:

DLN/ID:

OFFENDER(S):

Male / White j [/ears

DOB:

-- In Custody --

RES:

DESCRIPTION:

SSN

IR#:

):

CB #:

SSI
pi

jH
SGS;
Has

WEARING: Wire Frame Glasses, Dark Jacket Blk Shirt-Dark

Pants-ld/Star On Chain

RELATIONSHIP TO VICTIM:

Printed On: 13-NOV-2002 23:19

000002
1 of 4 Printed By:

b6
b7C

b6
hlC

PC0M929 )
b6

1

b7C



f.. HH761052
DET^

y
1VE SUP. APPROVAL COMPLETE

1

No Relationship

b6
b7C

OTHER PROPERTY

:

LOCATION OF INCIDENT

:

Male/ White j

DOB:

-- In Custody --

CB #:

WEARING:. Dark Jacket-Light Shirt-Id/Star On Chain

RELATIONSHIP TO VICTIM:

] No Relationship

5500 N Cumberland Ave

Chicago IL

277 - Parking Lot/Garage(Non.Resid.)

DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT : 04-NOV-2002 19:00

METHOD CODE(S): DNA

CAU CODE(S): DNA

OTHER PROPERTY TAKEN: $700.00 Use & 111 D/L

OWNER: Victim

OTHER PROPERTY $700.00 Use & III D/L

RECOVERED: OWNER: Victim

Printed On: 13-NOV-2002 23:19 2 of 4 Printed By ( PC0M929

)

b6
b7C



HH761052
DETECTIVE SUP. APPROVAL COMPLETE

PERSONNEL ASSIGNED: Detective/Youth Investigator

b6
b7C

Reporting Officer

BEAT:

OTHER INDIVIDUALS
INVOLVED:

|

( Person Reporting Offense

)

Female / White

RES: I I

CRIME CODE SUMMARY: 0320 - Robbery - Strongarm - No Weapon

IUCR ASSOCIATIONS:
0320 - Robbery - Strongarm - No Weapon

( Victim

)

(Victim)

( Suspect

)

( Suspect

)

ASSOCIATED ARRESTS:

ASSOCIATION

:

15287702
15287706

b6
b7C

REPORT DISTRIBUTIONS: Office Of The Superintendent

First Deputy Superintendent

Office Of The Superintendent

INVESTIGATION:

THIS IS AN AREA 5 FIELD INVESTIGATION LINEUP REPORT

DATE, TIME, LOC. OF LINEUP:
06-Nov-02, 0240 Hours

Area Five Detective Division

5555 W. Grand Ave.

LINEUP PHOTOS TAKEN BY:

Evidence Tech l I

Unit 377

PHOTOS TAKEN UNDER R.D.:

HH-761052

PERSONS CONDUCTING LINEUP:

Printed On: 13-NOV-2002 23:19 3 of 4 Printed By:

b6
b7C

( PC0M929
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HH761052
DEtyiVE SUP. APPROVAL COMPLETE

Detective

Detective

PERSONS PRESENT AT LINEUP:
Detective

Detective

Sergeant
|

Chief Jeffrey Caudi ll - Park Ridge P.D.

|
(Victim)

PERSONS VIEWING LINEUP:
(Victim)

PERSONS PARTICIPATING IN LINEUP:

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

PERSON(S) IDENTIFIED IN LINEUP:

Position-2

Positively identified

b6
b7C

Position-5

Positively identified

INVESTIGATION:
R/Ds conducted a line up in regards to an Armed Robbery under RD# HH-761052. The suspects were allowed to pick

their own place in the line up. The persons in the line up were not required to make certain turning gestures or recite

any phrases. The persons in the line up were not required to don any specific clothing.

Printed On: 13-NOV-2002 23:19 4 of 4 Printed By: PC0M929
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BOND

,

CHARGES

,

DESCRIPTORS

I

ARRESTEE

PARK RIDGE
Police department
ARREST REPORT

ADULT
JUVENILE

JACKET NUMBER. INCIDENT DESCRIPTION

Robbter/
REPORT NUMBER

0>-
j ir*i 'jm § b7C

MRSIfesma

<*J (L) LIGHT
rj.(M) MEDIUM
o (O) DARK

2i>pR$AfiANgGiy^fp

(UNK) UNKNOWN
O (BAL) BALD
n (cur) CURLY/AFRO
a .(i on) l.ONG LENGTH
•tf(MED), MEDIUM LENGTH
'(SHO) -SHORT LENGTH
a (STR) STRAIGHT"' •

(CAS)
(CIS).

(OTH)
(TRS)
(UNI)

(WGR)
(WRK)

CASUAL
DISGUISE
OTHER/ONA
TRANSVESTITE
UNIFORM
WELL GROOMED
WORK CLOTHES

27,. CAUTIONS

O (ALC) ALCOHOL USE
. (ARM) ARMEO
0 (ARR) RESISTING

(DRU) DRUG USE. (ESC) ATTEMPT ESCAPE
-O (IMP) IMPERSONATES \

OPPOSITE SEX
0 (MED) MEDICAL COND.

(MEN) HIST, OFADMIS.
‘

TO MENTAL
HEALTH FACILITY

O (RUI) ATTEMPT SUICIDE
(VIO) VIOLENT

-ACCENT

DOES NOT APPLY

IMPEDIMENT/

LISPS/STUTTERS '

RAPiD/TALKATIVE

SLUnRED/MUMBLES

OTHER (DESCRIBE)

44a. SEX -15 RACE

Ui

so-^COu^ATiq

53. OFFENSE DESCRIPTION.

PK IoF^ooL

36/CUSTODY DISPOSITIONS

-a RELEASED WITHOUT CHARGE Oo"D (BOND) BONDED OUT.

D. (JAIL)

D(TOT)

TRANS. TO COUNTY JAIL

RELEASED TO OTHER

' D

JURISDICTION

fflj

—
37. ARRESTING OFFICER (PRINT)

rf:K<snrrsiwst^r^zirzY^i^ssTwi^i

71. TIME '‘72tdpATi0g
aiHaMniaartigiiftii

(BTR) BEATER
(CUS) CUSTOM EQUIPMENT
(MBP) MISSING BODY PARTS
(NOI) 'EXCESSIVE NOISE

O (4WD) FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
(TGL)' TINTED GLASS I

62. ARRESTEE VEHICLE USAGE

0 (01) REGISTERED TO ARRESTEE
D (02) USED'BY ARRESTEE/REG OTHER

(03) PASSENGER IN VEHICLE

(04) SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE/PERSON

(05) USED IN COMMISSION OF OFFENSE

(06) INVOLVED IN ACCIDENT/TRAFFIC

O (09) INVOLVED IN NON-TRAFFICSERV.

'

a (10) USED AS WEAPON

,

ES (OPTIONAL -UP TO 3)

(BOM) BODY DAMAGE
O (BGL) 8R0KGN/CRACKE0 GLASS
a. (PR!) PRIMER ON VEHICLE

(RUS) RUST ON VEHICLE
D (TTP) T TOP/SUN ROOF

OTHER REPORTS; «0 CASE PROP. CUSTODY 10-50 DAMAGE CITY PROPERTY’

DUI O MIR p/lOCK-UP /$ SUPL VEHICLE IMPOUND . a OTHER,

Ra^dfF



CONSULTING
SPECIALIZING IN:

DUI’S
TRAFFIC TICKETS

SUSPENDED DRIVERS LICENSES
IMMIGRATION

AND CRIMINAL MATTERS
WE CAN HELP YOU!
FREE CONSULTATION
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FELONY MINUTE SHEET

£ FORM 101 £
BINDER MARGIN (DO NOT WRITE ABOVE THIS LINE)

•*

ASSISTANT STATE'S ATTORNEY: <For S,a,*' s Altorne'' Use 0nW
Enter each continuance here. In cases of multiple defendants indicate

which defendants, if any, did not join in the continuance. Also indicate

FELONY APPROVAL

dates of all demands for trial, and by whom demands were made.

COURT: Dist 2 Skokie, Park Ridge

LR. NUMBER ' DEFENDANTS AGE DATE OF ARREST „ CHARGE

1 1/6/2Q02 Intimidation

1 1/6/2002 robbery

1 1/6/2002 official misconduct

1 1/6/2002 official misconduct

Date of offense 1 i/4/2002 Time 7:00pm Place 1900 S. Cumberland (Dominicks Parking; Lot)
,
Illinois

The facts briefly stated are as follows:

In summary] ] while wearing^ on his belt and a 9mm

pistol in a holster on his hip, approached^ |vho was seated in her vehicle which was parked at 1900 S.

|where theCumberland (Dominick's Foods) Park Ridge IL., opened her car door, announced his office and asked

gun and drugs were. "jreached into| [s car, removed a purse from the car, removed United States

Currency, an Illinois Drivers License and a notebook without authority. toldQ ]to meet him

on 1 1/05/02 at 7:00pm at the same location with $5000.00 and he would givel her drivers license back or he would

arrest Her.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

WITNESSES: SPELL OUT FIRST AND LAST NAME; FIRST NAME FIRST
ALSO FURNISH ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER OF EACH WITNESS

PROSECUTING WITNESS: | I
b6

BOND: $ ASST. STATE’S ATTY. DATE

(Do Not Write In This Space-~For State's Atty. Use Only)

000008
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106
Second District

„ i.

.

(C6urt Branch)

FELONY COMPLAINT

(Court Date)

Class 2
CaPpN662-l00M-l 1/14/97 (83420157)

(This form replaces CCG-0662 " & " CCMC-216)

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

COMPLAINT FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONThe People of State of Illinois

Plaintiff

NO.

Defendant

(Complainants Name Printed or Typed)

The Circuit Court of Cook County and states that

Park Ridge Case #02-22843

complainant, now appears before

(defendant)

11/4/2002 at

(address)

1900 S. Cumberland (Dominicks Parking Lot)

has, on or about

(date)

committed the offense of

(place of offense)

Robbery in that he

knowingly took property, being United States Currency, one Illinois Drivers License, and one notebook from

the person ofl Ibv threatening the imminent use of force.

in violation of 720 • ILCS

(Chapter)

0 0 0 0 0

(Act)

/ 18-1
(Section;

STATE OF ILLINOIS

COOK COUNTY j. ss:

CHARGE CODE

FELONY APPROVAL

1 1

(Complainauts Address) (Telephone No.)

1

(Complainants Name Printed or Typed)

Being first duly sworn, the Complainant on oath, deposes and says that she read the foregoing complaint by her subscribed

and that the same is true.

Subscribed and sworn before me on this 7th day of November, 2002

Forf 1
judge. Deputy Clerk or Clerk)

I have examined the above complaint and the person presenting the same and have heard evidence thereon, and am satisfied

that there is probable cause for filing same. Leave is given to file said complaint.

SUMMONS ISSUED Judge
or

WARRANT ISSUED Bail set at:

or

BAIL SET AT:

Judge’s No.

Judge
Judge’s No.

AURELIA PUCINSKI, CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

b6
b7C

b6
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106
Second District

{Court Branch)

FELONY COMPLAINT

W-3 11-20-02 1:30 P.M
(Court Date)

Class 3

I^k-N662-IOOM-1 1/14/97 (83420157)

(This form replaces CCG-0662 " & " CCMC-216)

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

COMPLAINT FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION
The People of State of Illinois

Plaintiff.

NO.

Defendant

(Complainants Name Primed or Typed)

The Circuit Court of Cook County and states that

Park Ridge Case #02-22843

complainant, now appears before

(defendant)

11/4/2002
(date)

committed the offense of

at

(address)

1900 S. Cumberland (Dominicks Parking Lot)

.
has, on or about

(place of offense)

Intimidation in that he

with, the intent to cause to perform an act, the payment of $5,000.00 United States Currency,

to the defendant^ The defendant communicated toE ~|in person, a threat to take

action as a public official, without lawful authority, againstl

""[threatened! Iwith arrest.

in thatC 1

in violation of 720 j ILCS

(Chapter) fAfifl

12-6(a)(6)
~ (Section)

CHARGE CODE

(Complainants Address) (Telephone No.)

STATE OF ILLINOIS

COOK COUNTY

Being first duly sworn, the Complainant on oath, deposes and says that she read the foregoing complaint by her subscribed

and that the same is true.

Subscribed and sworn before me on this 7th day of November, 2002

For:

(Judge, Deputy Clerk or Clerk)

that there is probable cause for filing same. Leave is given to file said complaint.

SUMMONS ISSUED Judge

or

WARRANT ISSUED Bail set at:

or

BAIL SET AT:

Judae's No.

. Judge
Judge’s No.

AURELIA PUCINSKI, CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

b6
b7C
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b7C

t ss:

I' LLVj'l'l i j

1

f (Complainants Name Printed or Typed)



Second District

(Court Branch)

FELONY COMPLAINT

W-3 11-20-02 1:30 P.M
(Court Date)

Class 3

106
.

C^(^N662-I00M-1 1/14/97 (83420157)

(This form replaces CCG-0662 " & ” CCMC-216)

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

COMPLAINT FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION
The People of State of Illinois

Plaintiff

NO.

Defendant

(Complainants Name Primed or Typed)

The Circuit Court of Cook County and states that

Park Ridge Case #02-22843

___
complainant, now appears before

(defendant)

11/4/2002 at

(address)
.
has, on or about

1900 S. Cumberland (Dominicks Parking Lot)

(date)

committed the offense of

(place ofoffense)

Official Misconduct in that he

a public employee, T ~| while acting in his official capacity, knowingly performed an

act which he knew he was forbidden by law to perform. To Witt: he committed intimidation in violation of

section 12-6 (a) (6) of act 5 of chapter 720 of the Illinois Compiled Statutes.

’in violation of 720 ' tlcs / 33-3(b)
(Chapter) (Act)

(Section;

)

CHARGE CODE

(Complainants Address) (Telephone No.)

STATE OF ILLINOIS

COOK COUNTY }

FELONY APPROVAL

(Complainants Name Printed or Typed)

Being first duly sworn, the Complainant on oath, deposes and says that she read the foregoing complaint by h er subscribed

and that the same is true.

Subscribed and sworn before me on this 7 th November, 2002

For:

ige, Deputy Clerk or Clerk)

that there is probable cause for filing same. Leave is given to file said complaint.

SUMMONS ISSUED Judge

or

WARRANT ISSUED BaiI set at:

or

BAIL SET AT:

Judge’s No.

Judge
Judse’s No.

AURELIA PUCINSKI, CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

b6
b7C

b6
b7C



106Second District
.

< (Cburt Branch)

FELONY COMPLAINT

(Court Date)

Class 3

d^k62-100M-l 1/14/97 (83420157)

(This form replaces CCG-0662 " & " CCMC-216)

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

COMPLAINT FOR PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONThe People of State of Illinois

Plaintiff

NO.

Defendant

(Complainants Name Primed or Typed)

The Circuit Court of Cook County and states that

Park Ridge Case #02-22843

complainant, now appears before

(defendant)

1 1/4/2002 at

(date)

committed the offense of

(address)

1900 S. Cumberland (Dominicks Parking Lot)

_
has, on or about

(place of offense)

Official Misconduct in that he

a public employee^ ] while acting in his official capacity, knowingly performed an

act which he knew he was forbidden by law to perform. To Witt: he committed a robbery in violation of

section 18-1 of act 5 of chapter 720 of the Illinois Compiled Statutes.

b6
b7C

in violation of 720 ILCS

(Chapter)

/

STATE OF ILLINOIS

COOK COUNTY }

CHARGE CODE

FELONY APPROVAL
Stratton

(Act)

33-3(b)
(Section;

(Complainants Address) (Telephone No.)

(Complainants Name Printed or Typed)

Being first duly sworn, the Complainant on oath, deposes and say s that she read the foregoing complaint by her subsc ribed

and that the same is true.

Subscribed and sworn before me on this

For
udge, Deputy Clerk or Clerk)

I have examined the above complaint and the person presenting the same and have heard evidence thereon, and am satisfied

that there is probable cause for filing same. Leave is given to file said complaint.

SUMMONS ISSUED Judge

or Judge’s No.

WARRANT ISSUED Bai! set at:

or

BAIL SET AT: Judge
Judge’s No.

AURELIA PUCINSKI, CLERK OF THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS

b6
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COURT COMMUNICATION COPY
IN THE^ MUNICIPAL DISTRICT OFTRE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY,-ILLJNOIS ' v - :

*

In (he name and by the authority of the,© Peqple of Hid State of lllinois.'G) Township,Q^Jlage^/
Town, or

D

City of /fthL y j
• . a Municipal Corporation. Plaintiff;vs.’; ;'

COMPUINT NO.

A l^fl\ 7 -AsXT#,'**
YA»1877

. / •

y
-'

» ume ' J w uia Uief

afgrei
molot.vehicle to wit, a

| \ !\
l \X

'

\\ VfrJ'K u * DTaxI DM/ cyclp,- placarded HozVMalTaxi M / cycle,-
|

placarded Haz. Mat. Vdh. •

f

-l -Township Road *. E3 Yes.:- F~].'Nq '

;
;;

:

Situated within the Township, Village, Town 01

City aforesaid, in Cook County, Illinois, and die

then and there unlawful!/ violate seclioh- £

Slate
1
*.

License
*

Plate No.

By (Describe)
, IE Eiti

'

ck-. •

penalties as provided by law Iw lafee^iji'lio^V El j^r'ko^in".^ £ mn .1

rrsuantlo Section M 09 a)l.,the\CodeoliCivIlj
X
-fti| ,

^
Jure and perjury pursuant to SectjOp^kp^he^II BJ-20 m.p.h'. ovcr limit

al Coda 0l.l|fei^irfe(srane3 d^jltiAi; :|1 O 21-30 m.p:h. over limit

Kl
.p over 30 m.p.h. over limit'

•

— s
i ifl i\ i ... i. ——* .KJ

, .
Too fast for conditions

.p.h:zoneT3 ‘‘'Rodestrian .Vehicle"’ Prop Dom^
la :> - Q Per. Inj~ Fatal njicket’lssuod

- H. \\ !"..:.v;DOefendgnMrijTOnl’y
“

; M*, tfem-o ’ ' '

ir. Ah -ot'withe
‘ ^H^ddfifTv 5 - - “ Trr-rr-r

ns
- |»l>f?^port v. ...' •

SliMLS ^eavy lB»Mfldium
1

Without admitting guilt I promise to comply'
'

with the terms of citation

’

'Signature

j3
l

SfC?oudy Raining Showing DPoc

State Year-
™

' ].J:l <>S

Follow instruction

s

:

checked by officer.
*

YOU MUST MAIL -the; Court Diversion- Envelope

within? days of the issuance of this
:

CompIainl to the
>'

-.OR
Clerk of the Circuit Court;-.''

, ^ ^
fJ\ ARPEARilN BOOM NUMBER :

/
.

,

.

STREET: \
’

•

. t± ll!'"nk
- r

on •: of :*• •
' • ^'200 J

.

. - .DAY ' .'MONTH' ' -
~”r"

;

al
.

‘ *»-
iUcSacSe •

, , m..

YOU MUST APPEAR IN COURT'



VILLAGE OF
ROSEMONT

Department

of

Public

Safety

Based on your involvement with the incident in Park Ridge, which resulted in

(4) four felony charges being placed against you, you are hereby terminated

from[ effective November 07, 2002.

Your actions were in direct violation of this departments Rules &
Regualations, section 140.01.

• 140.01 Standard of Conduct.

Auxiliary Officers shall conduct their private and professional lives in

such a manner as to avoid bringing the Department into disrepute. No
Auxiliary Officer shall be allowed to cany a weapon or identify

himself as a Rosemont Public Safety Officer unless he is on the

Village of Rosemont payroll at the time in question. No Officer shall

use his position as a means of gaining employment in the private

sector. Violations of this section will result in immediate dismissal.

b6
b7C
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b7C

9501 West Devon

Rosemont, Illinois 60018

Phone: (847) 823-1134

Fax: (847) 823-1163
000012



NORTHWEST
THURSDAY 7 .

DECEMBER-5, 2002 .
• t-.".;

• ; , / NW

Rosemont looking to reduce ranks of part-time cops
Force may be cut

from 500 to 150

By Michael.Higgins
Tribune staff reporter

Rosemont plans to cut its

500-member part-time police

force by about 70 percent and
boost oversight ofthe remain-
ing officers, partly in response
to recent charges against an
auxiliary officer, Mayor Do-

nald Stephens said Wednes-.
day ‘ •

. Rosemont uses auxiliary of-

ficers to direct traffic at All-

state Arena, Rosemont Theat-

re and other’ viHage-ownedfa-
cilities. But the force has be-

come bloated and unmanagea-
ble, and many officers work
infrequently,.Stephens said.

“I just want to clean it all

out,” Stephens said after a Vil-

lage Board meeting. “I don’t

w/rnt a lot of guys running
around with badges that work

10 hours a year. ... If they’re

not working sufficient hours,

we’re going to eliminate

them.”
,* Stephens said police offi-

> cials willreview; time-sheet re-

cords before making the cuts.

He said he hoped to reduce the

force to about 150.

The Rosemont board 'also"
-

unanimously approved an or-

dinance that restructures the

Public Safety Department to

provide more oversight of the

Torce. The plaivcreates two po-

sitions: assistant public safety

director and an auxiliary po-

lice supervisor.

Stephens said the village al-

so plans to conduct more thor-

ough background checks of
auxiliary police.

. Stephens said one factor in

the shake-up was an incident

last month in which a part-,

time Rosemont police officer

was arrested and charged
with robbing awoman outside

PLEASE SEE ROSEMON^ PAGE’ 6

ROSEMONT:

Mayor cites

2 incidents

with officers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

a grocery in Park Ridge.
Vihni Dymon, 32, of Stream-

wood was fired. He has pleaded
not guilty to robbery, intimida-

tion and two counts 'of official

misconduct. • - •

Stephens also cited another
incident in whichhe said Chica-
go officials accusedanauxiliary
cop of directing traffic in’ Rose-
mont when the officer was sup-
posed to be working as a plum:

ber at O’Hare InternationalAir-
port. A Rosemont police spokes-
man said Wednesdaythat the of-

ficer was still on the auxiliary
force. Stephens said village offi-

cials.also believed the part-time
force had grown too large.

Auxiliary officers get a uni-
form, badge and .a department

identification card, police offi-

cials said. But while off-duty,

they have no more authority
than any other citizen.

Stephens also passed a mile-
stone earlier this month when
he became the longest-serving
mayor in Illinois history, village

officials said. Stephens, 74, was
first elected in 1956when the vil-

lage was fornied and has served
for almost 47 years.

The previous longest-serving
mayor was Joseph Sieb of Nor-
ridge. Sieb was elected in 1951

and servedfor 46 years, 222 days,
Norridge officials said. f --

- i" * t.bPV’S

000013
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Part-time cop charged in robbery!
JT. C7 t/ £S'

find

JFK,

crass
’f^^found in

er heard Rod Bla-

>eech' until a few
ded almost like a
i the tenor of the
would even swear
nd pronunciation
lg four as “fowa,”

Rosemont fires

him after holdup

in Park Ridge

By Amanda Vogt
and Michael Higgins
Tribune staff reporters

A part-time Rosemont po-

lice officerwas fired Friday af-

ter Park Ridge police charged
him with robbery, intimida-

1

tion and two counts of official

misconduct related to a hold-

up this. week outside.a Park
Ridge grocery store. >

Vinni Dymon, 32, of the 200

block ofAcorn Drive, Stream-

wood, was freed on $20,000

bond Friday morning after ap-

pearing in Cook County Cir-

cuit Court in Skokie on four fe-

lony-charges. .

A second suspect, a 19-year

veteran of the Rosemont Po-
'

lice Department, was with Dy-
mon during the incident Mon-
day in a Dominick’s parking

'

lot, officials said. Park Ridge
police are still investigating,

but -the officer was released

without being charged. He has
• been placed on administrative
leave until the criminal'inves-

tigation is- complete, said

Rosemont Police Lt. Kieran
Mackey
Dymon, who began working

as an auxiliary officer for

Rosemont police in February
2001, admitted that on Monday
evening he left an unmarked
Rosemont squad car and ap-

proached a 30-year-old Chica
:

go woman as she sat in her car

in the Dominick’s lot, 1900 S.

Cumberland Ave'., officials

said.
' The woman told police she
had arranged to meet a female
acquaintance in the parking
lot to lend her an undisclosed
amount of money, officials

said.

Dymon, who had a badge
and 9mm gun" on his belt,

opened the woman’s door,

identified himself as a police

officer and ordered her to

hand over her purse, officials

said.

•“He admitted to taking mon-
ey from her purse after show-
ing her a badge,” said Jerry
Lawrence, a spokesman with
the Cook County state’s attor-

ney’s office. '“He told police

that he kept -the victim’s ID
and told her she would get it

back if she returned the next
day with $5,000.”

The woman said Dymon,
who has no criminal record,.

also demanded ' a “gun and
drugs,” Lawrence said.

Dymon and the second offi-

cer had no legitimate reason
to be conducting police busi-

ness in Park Ridge, Lawrence
said. .

•

Rosemont police said they

,

aiSqj,

.

•VtrS
are*,

*

cr*#.

plan to investigate whether
both officers violated depart-!?*;',

ment rules.
‘

Auxiliary police officers getf|£.:

a uniform, badge and a depart-*?*-,

ment identification card. ButSf~-
.while off-duty, they have nq£^L-
more authoritythanany other***-;

citizen, Mackey said. Dymoni-feto-
who also holds a state license^;
that allows him to work forg4v~
private security- firms, wasfSf-
not authorized by the Police!^
Department to carry a weap-?^
on, Mackeysaid.

Dymon is scheduled to be in

court Nov. 20.

-'
:V.

"

Freelance reporter Brian Cox
contributed to this report.



www.midmglitclucago.com

) • •
Sessions:

Hours & Area Availability:

Escorting: Lncaii 6b Outcall. Sensuous
* Monday - Friday

Massages, GFE Girl Friend Experience.

Couples and Women Welcomed. 2-Gir.l Shows
* 1 0 am -

1 pm & 7 pm - i 0 pin

*Ail sessions vary with each. girl.

Rates:

Booking Info:
» 350.00/per hour

We do accept advanced bookings and will try'

* 650.00/2 hours

to meet your requests. Please have your top

two models of your choice as the models
a 2000.00/8 hours'

schedules do vary.
”Ask about our:

To arrange a liaison with anv of the other ladies listed on our ad please send

us an email at exiravaganzaclubc2--yahoo.com. Should you prefer to speak to

one of our operators, which wc would recommend for short notice

requirements, please telephone us at...

$ '*§ \ ^
J IL J&2

To see other escorts check out our ad

Extravaganza Club's MidnightChieago Ad

Customer Contact E-mail Address: ex travaganzac l ubtTyalioo .com
Site Address: www.extrava2anzacl1tb.com

When making an appointment, please tell the phone operator that you saw

their ad on. *MidnigktChicago*

FREE FREE FREE FREE

REVIEWS
POST MESSAGES

REPLY TO MESSAGES

GO TO BOARD

Please Note: * MidntglKChicago.com 1
” is not in anyway associated to any of the escort services,

independents or referral agencies on this site except to offer advertisement. * iyfi.dn i.ghtChreago .coin * is

000015
httr>:

,/ww\v.midnia:htchica20.com /extravaaan7a club moniaue.htm 1

1

'06.-2002
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 03 / 12 /2 0 03

1

Date of Birth (DOB) I

I Social Security Account Number (SSAFD I I residing
at I I was
interviewed at the PINE GROVE RESTAURANT, Rosemont, Illinois
regarding information on the VETERANS PARK DISTRICT and Mayor
DONALD E. STEPHENS. After being advised of the nature of the
investigation and the purpose of the interview,

|

provided the following information:

business called
said[

advised that he is self-employed in a
] which he operates from his home . He

identifying hair salons

.

is a tool sharpening business specifically

number is P ~| which he uses for all business contacts

.

In addition to his self -employment
, he is also

|

VETERANS PARK DISTRICT Board located at 800 North 17th Avenue,
Melrose Park, Illinois, (708)343-5270. He advised that the
VETERANS PARK DISTRICT (VPD) is the Oversight Board for a number of
municipalities including Melrose Park, the Village of Northlake.
Franklin Park, River Grove, and Leyden Township.

[

]
advised that his cell phone

of the

explained that the VPD obtains approximately $4 million in state
funding to operate a number of parks and recreational programs
within the aforementioned municipalities . He also said that the
VPD employs a full time staff as well as a seasonal staff ranging
between 50 - 100 individuals. I Isaid that he has been
the president of the VPD Board for the past 4 years and has 2 years
remaining on his term of office. Other VPD commissi on^rs include.

He advised that there will be an election on April 1, 2003 for the
2 commissioner seats being vacated by

Responding to the upcoming elections on April 1, 2003.
I ladvised that 2 of the slated candidates, I

and | I have both had their names removed as candidates
after receiving what was believed to be threatening information.

I I stated that! 1 would not tell him the nature of
the threats, however, he believes they were connected to her
husband's position as a dispatcher with the NORTHLAKE POLICE
DEPARTMENT. He also believes that I I has his own personal
fears

.
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Investigation on 3/5/2003 at Rosemont, Illinois
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Until 1998, VPD was headed by I I a close
friend and associate of Rosemont Mayor DONALD STEPHENS.

I stated that there were civil lawsuits filed against
|
as well as newspaper and media exposes identifying his misuse

of VPD employees for personal use. I I stated that
although the VPD is a relatively small entity, it controls numerous
contracts, employs attorneys, investors, and supports a political
machine in Leyden Township

.

A case in point happened approximately 4 years ago when
n became the new president. He advised that he had

backed 2 VPD candidates,
|

— —
j

(phonetic) . Shortly after he publicly supported these candidates

,

I contactedl I stating there
was a meeting he needed to attend. | |

s~tated that he and
Hwent to a restaurant in the ROSEMONT CONVENTION CENTER

(EXPOTERA RESTAURANT) and met at a round table with DONALD
STEPHENS

;

1

I stated that for approximately 1 hour no
one talked at the meeting except Mayor STEPHENS. He said that
STEPHENS berated him on hi s choice of candidates meaning

|

~

and
| I advised that Mayor STEPHENS was

supporting the candidacy of I I He
recalls at one point in the meeting STEPHENS telling him "this is
how you're gonna fix this fucking mess." I I stated that
he could not believe the oral berating he took by Mayor STEPHENS
and also that all other parties present were quiet. He further
stated that STEPHENS brought up the fact that he , meaning STEPHENS

,

put up $40,000 for | f S campaign for

I I stated that he made no commitments to Mayor
STEPHENS at the end of the meeting. He. also said after the meeting
was over al l of the individuals involved kissed Mayor STEPHENS on
the cheek. I I stated it looked like something out of the
Godfather movie.

I Istated that prior to 1998

,

T
the position as I

~1 for the VPD for over 2 0

years. In this capacity, contracts were given to |

owner of I I
for all VPD contracts. Additionally,

I said that ACTION PAINTING does exclusive painting
contracts in Melrose Park as well as the Village of Rosemont.

held

]
the

i
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| |
also stated that TRITON COLLEGE has their

contracts controlled through|
|
Mayor DONALD E.

STEPHENS . Also, TRITON COLLEGE Trustee I 1

daughter of
| |

yields heavy influence on TRITON COLLEGE
Board.

I I identified
| |

doing business as
GRAY & ASSOCIATES, as an individual that warrants the attention of
the FBI. He said that I lis involved in the issuance of all
municipal bonds in the Leyden Township area. I I said that

I I openly brags about the fact that his father had worked for
JOEY AIUPPA, a deceased Organized Crime member from Chicago.

|
| stated that the VPD also has its own poli ce

department headed by | I (phonetic) who | |

characterized as a good guy. He said that the VPD police are
housed at the main office located at 800 North 17th Avenue in
Melrose Park, Illinois.

Commenting again on I I he advised that I

is a close friend and associate of Mayor DONALD STEPHENS . He also
said that I I owned a restaurant called I I

location unknown. He further stated that approximately 6 years 'ago
there was an investigation possibly by the COOK COUNTY STATES
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE alleging that |~

|had forged signatures on the
petitions necessary to run as the executive director for the VPD.
He said that the notary public for the VPD, | | was
contacted by the STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE and denied notarizing
these documents

.

stated that when[ ]had received
threats prior to January 22, 2003, he immediately went to the home
of I ~l He said that

| | told him
that he had no information about the threats, however, assumed it
to be typical Melrose Park politics and that someone in Melrose
Park wants

[

to withdraw.

I

~1 stated that another good source of
information would be I ~l

I He stated that
| Iprovided

the VPD with a budget policy and provided some controls to the VPD
in the post I I era. He said that l I has information on
the various contractors that VPD used when l I was the executive
director. | | recognized the name of CENTURY TRADE SHOW
SERVICES but did not know exactly in what context. He also knew
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that Mayor DONALD STEPHENS had an owner interest in a valet
service, however, could not recall the name.

Responding to questions concerning the politics in the
Leyden Township area, I I said that~H

]is referred to as He said that
1

got his start in Leyden Township and has run unopposed ever since.
Currently, I I is I

j

Illinois

.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 03/21/2003

[ 1 Social Security Account Number (SSAN) [

Date of Birth (DOB) f

] residing
at

|_ ]
was

telephonically reinterviewed regarding information concerning the
VETERANS PARK DISTRICT,
information:

provided the following

| |
said that after meeting with the FEDERAL

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) on March 5, 2003 he had the
opportunity to review records and speak to individuals concerning
contracts awarded by the VETERAN PARK DISTRICT (VPD) located in
Melrose Park, Illinois to companies with ties to Mayor DONALD
STEPHENS of Rosemont, Illinois and/or to friends of former f I

I I Contracts awarded prior to 1998
were issued to ACTION PAINTING. I I PAR
CHEMICAL COMPANY I I MAYO PLUMBING COMPANY I I

| | GRAIN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY|
’

AMP ELECTRIC owned by I I
PRECISION REEAIk I

I I and all legal work done by
|

|
advised that he could provide additional

information as it comes to his attention.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 03/19/2003

To: Chicago

From: Chicago

Case ID #: 194B-CG-114999

Title: DONALD E. STEPHENS;
ET AL
CSLPO - LOCAL

Synopsis: Response by the National Insurance Crime Bureau of my
request made on 2/14/2003.

Details: By letter dated 2/28/2003,

[

|
Senior

Special Agent, National Insurance Crime Bureau (NICB)

,

I I was provided with the names of 9 individuals that relate to
captioned matter.

The results of SA
produced 3 claims for

[

claims for
claims for
claims for

I I

1 claim for |

1 insurance for

[

s search of the NICB records
} 5

nrinsurance

]
2 insurance

and 1 insurance claim for | |

Information concerning
gathered by Federal Grand Jury subpoena to

|_

~lwill be

Attached hereto are
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U.S. Department of Justice

Federal Bureau of Investigation

1600 Golf Road, Suite 1050
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

February 14, 2003

versation with SA

I would appreciate
provided to SA

|
your earliest convenience.

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely

A
JAMES R. MC NALLY ^

SENIOR SUPERVISORY SPECIAL AGENT
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONfN

Precedence: ROUTINE Date: 03/26/2003

To: Chicago

Prom: Chicago
NRA/NRA2
Contact: SA

Approved By:

Drafted By: er

Case ID #: 194B-CG-114999£ (Pending)

Title: DONALD E. STEPHENS, MAYOR;
VILLAGE OF ROSEMONT;
ET AL;
CSPLO - LOCAL LEVEL

Synopsis: Rosemont investigative team meeting dated 3/18/2003
regarding the progress and direction of this investigation.

Details: On this date, a telephone conference call was conducted
between the U.S. Attorney's Office and specifically I I

and | | in Chicago, IL and SAs
|

represent:! r:cr the FBI. Internal Revenue Service ( IRS) SA]

I land IRS Agent f |
were also present. The

following areas of the Rosemont investigation were discussed and
priorities set:

Parkway Bank and Trust (PBT)

b6
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1. The first area to be addressed under the PBT would
be officer embezzlement of funds and obstruction of justice

J

I 1 violated Federal law when
acting in an official capacity and did embezzle funds belonging
to PBT customers. He also violated Federal law by aiding and
abetting individuals, namely

| |
by violating money

laundering statutes and by circumventing the currency transaction
report requirements . I L is also
responsible for obstructing justice by attempting to cover up
crimes committed by
PBT.
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while employed at

2 . Another area of investigation involves the Suspenzi
Family Corp(SFC) . The SFC was established to conform to IRS
standards and investigation revealed an undisclosed ownership in

f-
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>' TO:
Re

Chicago
194B-CG-114999

J

From
:
^^hicago •

^3/26/2003

the Emerald Casino proposed to be in Rosemont . This ownership
was not disclosed to the Illinois Gaming Board (IGB) according to
state law and pursuant to IGB authority to investigate all
owners. According to IRS records, the SFC has a $65,000
investment in the Emerald Casino.

3 . Further investigation at PBT is exploring loans and
lines of credit given to various individuals with direct interest
in the Emerald Casino. These individuals include I

Mayor Donald Stephens . I

Rosemont Police Investigation

[
I

are
being investigated for violations of the Hobbs Act - Robbery and
extortion for acts committed during November 2002. This
investigation has been previously summarized and an investigative
report provided to the U .S. Attorneys Office during March 2003.
The specific interest in| | would be to
leverage the FBI 1 s interest in i I

I I believed to be running syndicated gambling and
The current Chief of Department of

son of Mayor
prostitution in Rosemont

.

Public Safety isc

—

Donald E . Stephens

.

Near North Insurance Brokers (NNIB)

Investigation into this venue is determining that NNIB
obtained insurance for the Village of Rosemont from 1997 through
2002. It is believed that the insurance was obtained through
contacts between I

|
and

|

~|

I l This area of investigation, coordinated
with WC-3, has determined that

I I received free insurance via NNIB. WC-3 is
currently investigating for continuing
investigations of public corruption emanating from NNIB.

Emerald Casino - Legislative Corruption

SA[ ]advised that on 3/7/2003, a disciplinary
hearing date had been set by the Illinois Gaming Board (IGB) to
highlight the organized crime connections of

|

and Rosemont Mayor Donald E. Stephens. According to an article
in Wednesday 3/19/2003 Chicago Sun-Times, the IGB hearing to
revoke the Emerald Casino license has been pushed back to
5/5/2003. As part of this continuing investigation, it was
determined that interviews of I I and
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? To : Chicago From: ^jttiicago
Re: 194B-CG-114999,W3/26/2003

[ ]are appropriate. Also discussed were potential areas
of hidden ownership in the Emerald Casino including the SFC and
statements made by I I aka I I Also
discussed was the possible interview of Attorney

| |

outside counsel to the IGB. SA I I also discussed his recent
investigation into representatives of Governor Blagoj evich 1 s

transition team (

IGB.
that have made advances to the

The following items were discussed as possible
investigative] strategies or items for contemplation:

1 . Subpoena of T

including
f

b3
b6
b7C

2 . Full background investigation on
business entities.

and his

3. Contemplation of a search warrant affidavit for the
residence of I I in Bartlett, IL.

4. Coordinate efforts with U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD-IG) regarding investigation of [

5.

Trial preparation for U.S. vs
date 10/4/2003 (196B-CG-110974)

.

I,

( 196B-CG-110974 ) .

trial

6. Identify other individuals that l ~l and/or
^contacted regarding collection of unlawful debts (196B-

CG-110974)

.

7. Suspenzi Family Corp $65,000 reported on taxes for
the Emerald Casino investment . Locate all documents at IGB that

was not aware of this investor.
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The following investigation was conducted by Special
Agent (SA)

|
at Rolling Meadows, Illinois on the

dates set out below:

On March 19, 2003, I I Deputy Administrator
for Investigations, ILLINOIS GAMING BOARD (GAMING BOARD) advised
that the GAMING BOARD has no documentation from any investor
suggesting that PARKWAY NATIONAL BANK, the SUSPENZI Family Trust
or any individual I I held any ownership in the EMERALD
CASINO.

I ~lhas had recent contact with I I

_
1 toldF |that the CRIME COMMISSION failed to

provide I I with any legal support in the lawsuit filed
against him by Rosemont Mayor DONALD STEPHENS. I I could not
afford the litigation on his own, so in an effort to end the
litigation, wrote a letter to the GAMING BOARD indicating that he
had "no personal knowledge of connections between Mayor STEPHENS
and Organized Crime individuals .

" I ladvised this was a true
statement, but that I I had personal knowledge of such
associations. If called upon, I Iwill testify to that at the
disciplinary hearing once it resumes . That disciplinary hearing
is now scheduled to resume in May 2003.

I

~| advised that the GAMING BOARD and EMERALD are
close to a new agreement that would allow the license to be bid
on by gaming companies. One of the details that is currently
delaying an agreement involves minority shareholders and their
demand that their legal fees be included in any settlement

.

Another sticking point is the $45 million garage in Rosemont.

| "l advised that members of Governor BLAGOJEVICH ' s
transition team are routinely meeting in person and by telephone
with GAMING BOARD attorneys. These meetings occur almost daily.

I I is the point man for the Governor's transition team
on the EMERALD CASINO matter.

[ ] advised that GAMING BOARD member IRA
resigned from the BOARD,
partner with

| |

is a downstate lobbyist and a

.
felt the GAMING BOARD was being

pressured by "tne Governor 1 s office to approve a settlement
agreement with EMERALD and further steering the BOARD toward
selecting MGM and Rosemont as the gaming company and location for
the new casino. I I did not agree with this and did not want
to have to vote either for matters that he did not agree with.



194B-CG- 114999 -E

f

2

Nor did he want to vote against matters and cast himself in a bad
light with the Governor's office.

|

~|advised that once a settlement agreement is
approved by the Bankruptcy Court and by the GAMING BOARD, he and
his investigators will have 60 days to conduct a suitability
evaluation on the new parent company and the site location.
Thereafter, he will conduct a suitability evaluation on the
parent company's newly formed Illinois corporation and its
management. Finally, suitability evaluations will be conducted
on investors in the new company. All three of those prongs have
to be completed within one year. I

~| expressed concern at
accomplishing those tasks as the GAMING BOARD is currently down
approximately 10 investigators and is in the middle of a hiring
freeze

.

advised that despite the hiring freeze . a new
employee reported at the GAMING BOARD this past week,

PLACE

.

hire
[

I

current lobbyist I

(phonetic) was hired as a Chicago Legislative Liaison.
previously worked under I T at MCCORMICK

~~1
directed the GAMING BOARD to

Twas sent by
| | and

1 is a close associate of f

] has learned that despite the hiring freeze, two other
state departments have also hired Chicago Legislative Liaisons.
Both the STATE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE and the ILLINOIS OFFICE OF
PROFESSIONAL REGULATION recently hired Chicago legislative
liaisons

.
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Agent (SA)

[

The following investigation was conducted by Special

On March 25, 2003
(IGB) ,

Chief Investigator,
as follows

:

|at Rolling Meadows, Illinois:

I ILLINOIS GAMING BOARD
telephonically advised

(advised that he received information concerning
the CHICAGO TRIBUNE editorial entitled "Gambling On Subpoenas"
dated March 24, 2003. Relating to some of the efforts of
Governor BLAGOJEVICH, I I said specifically the article

millionaire and| | Governor
BLAGOJEVICH. \ 1 said the information he has received is that

1 lis controlled bvl I

who has connections to the| | family. 1 :z_r
did not know the extent of the connections and the name JiT

|further stated that on Wednesday, March 26,
2003, the IGB will conduct a public meeting to sign an EMERALD
CASINO bankruptcy settlement agreement since the IGB is a party
in interest. | |

stated that after the bankruptcy proceeding
concludes, a bidding process for the EMERALD CASINO license will
begin by selecting the top three bids . |

~|believes that MGM-
MIRAGE INC. of Las Vegas, Nevada will most likely be the top bid.

further stated that[
IGB, had discussed with him the possibility of testifying in an
open hearing on Rosemont . I

~1 said that in several weeks he
may testify concerning the organized crime connections to Mayor
DONALD STEPHENS and Rosemont . I

~1 said that through his
knowledge of public documents, AMERICAN TRADE SHOW SERVICES and
EASTERN SERVICES INC, are owned by STEPHENS, I

Family and I I He then cited a 1995 New York
newspaper article whereby EASTERN SERVICES was expelled from the
JACOB JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER because of their 'connection to
organized crime. Prior to that time, EASTERN SERVICES had a no
bid contract with JAVITS CENTER and held that contract for the
past 10 years.

|

""[said he could make the connection between
STEPHENS 1 business interest and direct connection to organized
crime associates, namely I

said that he possesses historical source
information that would connect DONALD STEPHENS to the £
Family and also to

1^5- Cb
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[ | was asked directly if he knew how Chicago
organized crime launders money proceeds from gambling and
bookmaking. He said that I I has controlled the
Elmwood Park crew since the conviction of

|

late 1990s I l is also a friend ofX
in the

the proceeds of gambling through
STEPHENS. He is aware the[~

J
also said that Chicago mob has been laundering

i i

a friend of Mayor
]used to travel frequently to

Germany and believed to launder money in Germany for the Chicago
mob.

| ] said he is also aware of the fact that Mayor
STEPHENS is a frequent traveler to unknown locations in Germany.

further stated that| |(an organized
crime associated) was known to launder money at casinos located
on Curisal Island, off the coast of Argentina.

|

~|said the
casinos were owned by the Dutch Netherlands Antilles Island
Group. Also, the Family ran
a video poker operation with the machines being produced in
Spain. I ~l said that I I an organized crime associate,
had connections to banks in Panama for the purpose of money
laundering

.
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription 04/07/2003

was interviewed at the offices of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation at 55 West Monroe, 37th Floor, Chicago, Illinois

,

60604

.

Also present at the interview was I F s attorney,
|

of the firm Jones Day, 77 W. Wacker, Chicago, Illinois,
60601, (312) 782-3939. Also present during the interview were
Assistant United States Attorneys !

After being advised as to the nature of the interview,
provided the following information:

was asked about the Public Entity Unit of NNIA.
responded that the group had been in existence for

approximately five or six years. The unit was supervised by

] At this point, stated that his client would not
answer general questions regarding the Public Entity Unit of NNIA
and that if the interviewers had any more specific questions they
should ask them.
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]was then asked about
[

he is a very close friend of

[

] stated that
and talks to her regularly.

She is a consultant by trade and has been retained by NNIA as such,
also represents clients such as Dominick 1 s . and the Village

] stated that she isof Rosemont (Rosemont) , among others.
paid for consulting on contracts such as Dominick 1 s and Rosemont.
NNIA pays l~ I 5500 0 per month as a retainer. lwas then

]_asked if he felt there was a conflict of interest in I

representation of both Dominick's and NNIA. At this point,
stated that his client was not at the interview to answer questions
concerning Dominick's and would not answer such general questions.

I I was then shown a copy of an email from
to | | which appears to have been sent on June 29, 1998, and the
text of which is as follows

:

b6
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I called me from the Mayors office on Friday and requested that
we send our contribution for Mayor Stephens December fundraiser in
before 6/30' which is tomorrow. The reason is obviously that 6/30 is
the date in which any monies received after this date cannot be
converted to personal use

.

Investigation on 04/04/2003 at Chicago, Illinois

File *\294B-CG-114999 E
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by SA
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"I recommend as does that we contribute $3,000 ASAP versus
December (she said anywhere between $2-$3,ooo k Tickets are $2,500) .

I inquired if the Mayor was aware of my meeting earlier this month at

the village and she concurred that he was aware of the pending
captioned item.

"The proper request form is being forwarded as well to your
attention.

"

reviewed the email and stated that he did not recall the
transaction. He made contributions to Mayor Stephens' campaign on
a yearly basis. I usually purchased a table for the Mayor's
December fundraiser and this email seemed to be one of those
requests.

| |
normally made the contribution a few weeks before

the dinner and could not explain why this contribution was made in
June

.

padded that if |_ ] asked him to contribute money he
usually asked how much, where , and when. He would have contributed
the money solely based on

| |
recommendation.

It was pointed out to that the money was to be paid
shortly before a deadline after which campaign money could not be
converted to personal use. said that he was not aware of
that law nor of the significance of the date.

Rosemont

,

[was then asked about NNIA's insurance contract with
J did not recall when NNIA obtained the contract and

was not sure if it was before or after the above email was sent.
I I recalled that NNIA obtained the contract through a cold call
by

| |

of NNIA. He did not think that
anything to do with them initially getting the contract.
thought that
contract and he
with

lhad

I was the person who was really pushing the
]
only contributed by putting in a good word

i

also recalled thatf
was a Rosemont trustee, j~

.... r~ * -i _ .good friends and did not want to interfere

.

had only one conversation with[

had a drinking buddy who
knew that they were

""] thought that he

]
about the Rosemont insurance

contract, but could not recall the conversation, other than to note
that I Isaid she was uncomfortable helping him get the Rosemont
contract because she was a paid consultant for both NNIA and
Rosemont

.

and the Public Entity
Group were trying to convince Rosemont that it should put the

As [ ] understood it,
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_ , Page
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insurance contract out for bid. When they convinced Rosemont to do
this, NNIA saved Rosemont a lot of money.

has met Mayor Donald Stephens several times. He
has met Stephens at the Mayor's fundraisers which he has attended.

|
also had dinner with Stephens at the grand opening of

Gibson's Steakhouse in Rosemont.
|

was however

.

could not recall when this

b6
b7C

was asked if he thought NNIA received the insurance
contract from Rosemont because they had made the payment referred
to in the email . I I did not think that the payment would have
made a difference.

[

understood the campaign contribution was,

[

simply , an accelerated payment which he would have made anyway.

f.paid most requests for campaign donations provided there were
no competing interests, such as having already supported someone
else in the campaign. Then again,

|
|said, he sometimes

contributed to both candidates in a particular race. Again,
reiterated that he would have made the contribution to Stephens
based on request

.

[was asked what he understood

[

j thought that [

’
] to be doing for

had helped Rosemont in a land
thought Rosemont

Rosemont
swap with the Cook County Park District,
had been trying to obtain more land adjacent to the convention
center in Rosemont for quite some time . | 1 had asked I

help concerning the land swap . | |
explained that I I had

called and asked him who the professional was in Cook County
Commissioner John Stroger's Office

. | |
told her to contact

for

[

was asked why an email suggested that he contact
Jor

for help m obtaining the insurance contract in Rosemont.
recalled that
he would be able to help secure the contract

.

was friends with Stephens and someone thought

same thing about

[

was told the
]
as well, but could not recall if either one

of them made any phone calls to help NNIA convince Rosemont to put
their insurance contract out for bid.

has known £ for years . He has
provided the insurance for casinos they have owned. Also, he is a
friend of I I who tried to become the developer for the

I Emerald Casino . | lhad several conversations with I I

I who worked for|
|
in which|

|
was told
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by both that I |had a deal with the|
|
to develop the

casino. | | was sure that there was such a deal and I loot
cheated, but, he was never called for a deposition in the
litigation.

stated that when the gaming legislation was under
consideration in Springfield in 1999, I ~l called him and said

details.
| have not talked much about

investment in the casino. I does not know how she was selected

] believed

£

the investment

.

worked for as a
I

I used her own savings and a bank loan to fund
I is a friend of I I whom she

consultant. I 1 helped Dominick's with land
acquisition for a store at State and Washington in Chicago. I 1
neve
when

told f
| anything she may have heard about the Gaming Board

was a member.t

| |
had no involvement in NNIA obtaining the wrap-up

insurance on the Emerald Casino construction project. He said NNIA
had an expertise in such matters as they insure a number of casinos
around the country. NNIA originally contracted with Rosemont to
insure the construction of the garage-, infrastructure, and other
entertainment areas that were being built around the casino,
could not recall who handled that matter for NNIA. When Rosemont
entered into a development agreement with Emerald to build the
casino, it made sense for Rosemont to require Emerald to use NNIA
for that construction also. Rosemont did not obtain bids for the
insurance contract, but NNIA, as the broker, obtained bids from
several insurers

.
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was interviewed at the FEDERAL BUREAU OF
INVESTIGATION'S North Resident Agency office. I I was advised
of the official identity of the interviewing agent and the nature
of the interview. then provided the following information:

advised that he has been a friend of both
and Mayor DONALD STEPHENS for a number of years . f

was introduced to Mayor STEPHENS by Attorney
has known STEPHENS for more than thirty years. Over the years,

I
~] knew that Mayor STEPHENS was interested in locating a

casino m Rosemont. In an effort to help make that happen, [_

introduced STEPHENS to three or four individuals over the years who
were interested in developing a casino. Two of those individuals
were I I from SPORTSMAN'S PARK and an
individual whose name he could not recall from Dallas, Texas

.

I lalso introduced STEPHENS to|
for

|_

’

who worked
]and the DAVIS COMPiWifeS from California.

made these introductions because he was interested in owning a
piece of any casino that might locate in Rosemont in order to make
some money. None of these introductions ever developed further,
however, because the law in Illinois did not allow a casino in Cook
County

.

[ ]was aware that Mayor STEPHENS and numerous other
politicians and individual s were lobbying the state legislature to
change that law . I \ did not have any involvement in lobbying
for the gaming law, although once the law the oast, he was thrilled
because f ]had told him that he

i
to develop the casino in Rosemont

.

had an agreement with I I in which he I

financially if I I got a casino in Rosemont,
|_

had a deal with
Since

[

~1 would gain
]also

in a great position to be involved in the venture.
greatly disappointed to learn that after the law past,
not contact the ‘

a deal with
|

~

I I sued the

[

1 felt he was
was
"] could

who took the position that there was never
That lead to the law suit in which

)
for reneging on that deal

find that there was such an agreement and
casino.

| |
s friendship with[

The court did not
had no part in the

J ended, but he was
bewildered as to why. He never had any conversation with
concerning the whole matter after DAVIS COMPANIES was shut out of
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the deal. Moreover
,|

STEPHENS about why the[
Inever had any conversation with Mayor

|
deal with l lEell through.

[ ]stated that a few months after the gaming
legislation passed in May 1999, he received a telephone call

Mayor STEPHENS asked I I if he was
Jsaid he was

Mayor STEPHENS. ,

in purchasing one point of the casino.

[

from
interested

interested and the Mayor told him he would be contacted by
Within approximately a week or two,

[

telephone call fromj]
|
the individual responsible for selling

shares in the newly formed EMERALD CASINO, INC. During that phone
call they set an appointment to m^et in i I s office at |

~|

]
received a

exact date unrecal led.

[

office. [

I whom
J asked I

stated that because he knew

,1
1

v-'-*-
| |m Chicago. Shortly

_
thereafter.

&
came to

]was bringing

meeting.
EXCHANGE

.

Udid not particularly like or trust,
I to be present for the

li s a trader at the CHICAGO MERCANTILE
indicated that EMERALD

a female investor and
After the meeting.

At the meeting,
had one percent of the casino available for
suggested I I s wife purchase the point

| H consulted with his wife and she agreed
obtained a loan from her son and daughter-in-law' for one million
five-hundred thousand dollars and made the investment . I I

stated that his son had to sell some of his other investments to
come up with the money.

I

_

I thought that Mayor STEPHENS offered him a point
in the casino as a thank you for I I introducing STEPHENS to
casino related businessmen over the years. I I believed that
Mayor STEPHENS also recommended to I land l [that

1 be offered th^
]knew bothopportunity to invest in the casino. I

and
J

~| and advised that his understanding that they were
invited to participate by Mayor STEPHENS came from conversations he
had with each of them. I l also knows I I but did
not believe that Mayor STEPHENS had any involvement in her getting
the opportunity to invest in the casino. I

~|did not believe
that ! I was a minority investor, but could not quite get a
handle on her status

.

|was surprised to learn through the newspapers
that some investors in the casino had organized crime affiliations.

I Iknows | I but denied knowing that he had
organized crime connections.

| |
was aware that
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father was murdered in what appeared to be a mafia execution.
I I knew that I I and Mayor STEPHENS have been friends
for years, but did now know anything about possible joint business
ventures. I Istated that he had no business relationships
with I I Mayor STEPHENS, or the Village of Rosemont. His
only involvement in Rosemont was when the ROSEMONT HORIZON opened.

| |
was the Chairman of the inauguration party for the

facility. Besides that, once he tried to become involved in the
development of a hotel in Rosemont, but that deal fell through.

[ ] was somewhat familiar with organized crime
matters as he was the administrator of the Teamsters Central States
Pension Fund from 1973 until being forced out in 1978.
provided a copy of a CHICAGO TRIBUNE newspaper article dated
September 4, 1983, detailing this matter.
he testified to Congress in the f

— added that after
J matter , he was

threatened by the mob. FBI agents protected him and his family
during that time and he has great respect for the FBI.

|

~|

advised that because of what he read in the paper about organized
crime ties of some casino investors, he thought the nature of this
interview was going to be accusatory and that he was going to be
accused of having organized crime ties . He explained that he
brought the newspaper article to show that he has always been
against mob corruption and would be honest and straightforward in
future dealings as well

.

is described as follows:

Sex: Male
Race : White
DOB:
SSAN:
Residence

:

Employment

:
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was contacted and interviewed at
residence.

1
was

advised of the official identities of the interviewing Agents and the
nature of the interview.

| |
denied Agents entry into his home

and insisted the interview be conducted while standing on the front
porch. I then provided the following information:

I stated he was uncertain how many investors by law
could invest in the EMERALD CASINO. He said that was taken care of
by the accountants. He guessed that the number may have been around
78. I I was not aware of any side agreements in which one
individual invested money for a number of co-investors. Further,

I

~| was not aware of any investors who sold any portion of their
investment after they purchased it from EMERALD CASINO.

investment of

[

1 was shown a Memorandum of Agreement related to the
] stated that he could not read

it without his glasses, but after briefly looking at the first page,
stated that he never saw the document before .

' ’

contacted bv l I concerninaf
the EMERALD CASINO. later called and said that

initially was
] interest in investing in

Jwould actually be the investor.

[

his name and insert
[

his brother
to cross out

]name on the paperwork. | Personal
Disclosure Form (PDF), just as all investors' PDFs, were sent directly
to the ILLINOIS GAMING BOARD.

itoidf
ork

. L

1
wanted t

1/4 point, but
1

buy more than
restrictions on the number of investors he could sell to only one of
them, and there was only 1/4 point available for purchase.

I stated that he was never directed to sell shares in
the casino to anyone by anyone, to include state representative f I

I I and Rosemont Mayor DONALD STEPHENS. I l insisted that
many individuals called EMERALD 1 s offices and dropped names . including

I I and
,

in their effort to
invest . | I insisted that name dropping didn't help and that he
sold shares to interested individuals without any outside influence.
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,
Jhad numerous discussions wittT

the gaming legislation that passed in May 1999 7[

—j related to
Jstated that

those conversations took place several years ago and he could not
recall any details

.
had additional conversations with

|
af ter the legislation passed, but he could not provide

details of those conversations either. I I worked with Mayor
STEPHENS both before and after passage of the legislation. I I

denied that STEPHENS directed, requested, or suggested that EMERALD
CASINO shares be sold to any particular individual. In fact, STEPHENS
stated td I on several occasions that he did not want to know
who was investing in the casino. STEPHENS did introduce I I to
two investors,
recalled that he was with STEPHENS one day when STEPHENS

t
went bv

travel agency and the two were introduced.
however, denied that STEPHENS' introduction to these people implied
that they should be sold shares in the casino. After the
introductions

,

called^
offices and later purchased shares in the casino.

advised that

] at EMERALD'S

decision to sell
approximately 5 percent of his shares in EMERALD to outside investors,
and later repurchase those shares at a 5 4 million loss, was a good
business decision at the time.

5 :

explained that at the time
sold, there was concern because of a bad GAMING BOARD ruling and

some other matters that made investment in the EMERALD CASINO a risky
proposition.
shares

. f

- Later . things turned around and repurchased the

that questions concerning
[

directed to

]
declined to discuss the matter further and insisted

]s sale and repurchase of stock be

denied knowledge that any investors had affiliations
with the Village of Rosemont and specifically denied that he knew | |

was a paid consultant for the village at the time she purchased
her interest in the casino

I

~1 was recently let go by EMERALD because the GAMING
BOARD forced EMERALD to fire all its employees. EMERALD was forced
into bankruptcy because of the GAMING BOARD'S decision to deny renewal
of their license, and thus, had no money to pay employees.

was served with a Federal Grar^d Jury subpoena
requiring his testimony on
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, ,

Date of Birth (DOB) f
Social Security Account Number (SSAN)

I"

I residing at'

was
interviewed at his place of employment regarding investigation of
EMERALD CASINO INC. After being advised of the nature of the
investigation and the purpose of the interview,
following information:

provided the

I tLs a 1 doing business as

Directing his attention to his purchase of shares in the
EMERALD CASINO INC. sometime in 1999, | ladvised that he had
read about the EMERALD CASINO proposed' legislation and its eventual
location in Rosemont, Illinois. He said he initially
telephonically contacted

| la state representative
from Chicago who also happens to be l I said he is
related tol I through his mother 's side of the family. He
said that I M-.nl d him to contact I I

|
f>f the EMERALD CASINO INC. I Istated that during a

1
- 1 1

! 1 *!^ I I _conversation withf he expressed an interest in investing in
the EMERALD CASINO which subsequently led to a meeting withf

L J « TIT T TTTt /“ITT T T\ /“l "A /“» TTTA d 2 T _ _ *1 T _ ft 1 _ 1 J •

ft
in his BLUE CHIP CASINO office on LaSalle Street in Chica'
Illinois . I I recalls that the meeting betweenf and
himself consisted of the investment opportunities in the EMERALD
CASINO INC.

[
]recalled

that point forward.
|

~| stated that he invested $375,000 in the
EMERALD CASINO INC. which purchased approximately 17 shares of
EMERALD stock.

]

1 S projection which may have
occurred during the initial meeting or in subsequent meetings,
stating that investors would pay off their principal investment
within 2 years. I 1 was then told that investors owning 1/4 of 1
percent investment would make approximately $150,000 per year from

Responding to questions concerning additional details of
his telephone conversation and follow-up conversations with|

I I recalls initially asking I Iwho was
running the EMERALD CASINO INC. operation. He was aware of the
fact that the legislation had now passed (May 1999) and was told by
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[ to call 1 stated that there was more than
likely follow-up discussion with I ~l whether formally at his
office or informally through family gatherings. I lwas also
aware of the fact that I lwas a friend of Rosemont Mayor
DONALD STEPHENS; however, he had never seen the two of them
together.

In this regard,[ ]was asked and stated that he did
attend annual fundraising events in Rosemont for Mayor DONALD
STEPHPENS . I I recalled these fundraisers usually occurred
before the election of public officials in Rosemont, Illinois,
also said he never' paid for a ticket, that; he always came as a
guest of representative I

b6
b7C

He

Responding to questions concerning events or
opportunities that led I I to explore investing in riverboat
casinos, I I advised that he felt he was a fairly sophisticated
stock market investor. He said he saw the EMERALD CASINO as a good
financial investment and pursued it from that angle only. He also

b6
b7C

said that provided him with casino projections during the
first year of operation in excess of $400 million in revenue.

[

Commenting on the meeting withr
]
EMERALD CASINO INC.. T I recalled the initial meeting

] and other shareholders

b6
b7C

in 1999 and then also meeting with
|

at a large shareholders meeting in Chicago possibly in 2000 or
2001; I I recalled. possibly at the initial meeting with

]
being told to check out the revenue sheets at the ILLINOIS

GAMING BOARD for all the riverboats in the Chicagoland area. [
advised that he did so possibly when he brought in his application
and found the revenue sheets very encouraging. He further stated
that the shareholders meeting in Chicago was presented by
and

| |
with numerous investors filling the room.

stated he recognized only one investor, however, could not recall
that person 1 s name

.

]

At this point, |was provided the names of several
local Rosemont investors for comment . I lstated he is familiar
with

| I however, had' no dealings with her regarding the
EMERALD CASINO investment. Hp also had no infnrmat-inn orJ I

b6
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The only investor that
U He said he has known

1 was familiar with was
for years through his
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He said he knew [ to be a former
employee of the CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT and also worked as

[_

He said he sees I Ion a fairly regular basis at the ROSEMONT
HEALTH CLUB (WILLOWCREEK) which they both attend. I Ibelieves
that I ~l had the same investment . meaning $375,000, in the
EMERALD CASINO INC. as he did. I lsaid he was not aware of

S financial means to purchase shares in the EMERALD
CASINO, and he said he never discussed finances with
said he has known [
relationship between

, ,

He
1 ever since he was a boy and knew of the

Hand ]

At this point,

[

|was displayed a copy of a Stock
Purchase Agreement entered into on September 2, 1999 between
himself and I I The agreement states that I I will
purchase 17.3 shares of common stock of the EMERALD CASINO INC. for
the sum of $375,000. | | reviewed the document, acknowledged his
signature, and said he believed the document would have been mailed
to him by EMERALD CASINO representatives and he would have returned
the document via U.S. MAIL.

then reviewed a document entitled "Emerald Casino
Inc. Shareholders ' Agreement". I I reviewed this document which
was undated, however, acknowledged his signature on the last page.
He said this document would have been sent with any other documents
from the EMERALD CASINO INC. for him to sign and return.

Responding to questions concerning his funding of the
investment at the EMERALD CASINO INC . , | [advised that he paid
the $375,000 through a VANGUARD money market account. |

~1

further stated it is possible he had transferred money from his
bank account at BANK ONE in Park Ridge into the vanguard money
market account in order to draft that check. I Istated he could
not recall exactly when he opened the VANGUARD money market
account, however, he did have other investment s at VANGUARD in
mutual funds. I I was advised by SA | | that the $375,000
check issued during September 1999 was check number 1001, which
ossibly could have been the first check issued off that account,
^stated it is possible that was the first check he ever wrote

off the money market account, however, he has written other checks
since that time. I Ifurther stated that he has 2 money market
accounts through VANGUARD INVESTMENTS. He also stated that he has
a personal checking, business checking, and savings passbook
account at the BANK ONE in Park Ridge, Illinois.

t

he
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I I was asked if he has ever done business with PARKWAY
BANK AND TRUST including personal or business banking and any and
all loans in relation to the EMERALD CASINO INC. investment,
responded that he has no business and does not know anyone at THe
PARKWAY BANK AND TRUST. He further stated that there were no loans
received nor given in connection with the EMERALD CASINO INC.
investment

.

| |
was asked about any potential side agreements or

syndicating of his investment through EMERALD CASINO INC.
|

stated that there are no side agreements and he was never asked nor
are there any syndicated investors on his 17.3 shares of EMERALD
CASINO stock. I I further stated he has paid no fees including
consulting or management fees to anyone in connection with the
EMERALD CASINO INC. investment.

| |was asked the current status of his investment with
the EMERALD CASINO INC. He said that recently he has received
information on a lawsuit filed by I

| could not
recall the specifics of the lawsuit, however, he believes

| | was
asking for investors to sign on as a party in the lawsuit.
recall discussing the

|

~|lawsuit with 1

He said

He did

did not know what the lawsuit was all about

.

did state that he has tried to call the EMERALD
CASINO office in Chicago at (312)456-7201, however, no one is
answering that number. He said he last spoke to
approximately one year ago about the investment. He also asked his

I I about the status of the casino. He said
that

j
I could not provide any information about a proposed

settlement or end to the EMERALD CASINO stalemate.

At this point

.

T I was served with a Federal Grand Jury

I

subpoena commanding the production of documents relating to I

I Iwas advised that Assistant United States Attorney
(AUSA) | Iwould be advised of the nature of the
interview and would continue I ~]Grand Jury appearance for
another date. I Istated that due f I he needs
several weeks notice before he could set aside business to make a
Grand Jury appearance. In the meantime,! I advised he wil l
gather all records relating to ! l and
provide those documents to the FBI as soon as possible.
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[ 1 Social Security Account Number (SSAN)
]Date of Birth (DOB )

f

~| residing
at|_ was
interviewed in the office of the FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
(FBI), North Resident Agency, Rolling Meadows, Illinois. After
being advised of the nature of the investigation and the purpose of
the interview, I I provided the following information:

He stated that he is currently a part-time employee of
the ARLINGTON PARK RACETRACK working in the area of off-track
betting. I advised that he has held this position for the
past 2-3 years and works approximately 20 hours per week for an
annual salary of $25,000. He said he prepares reports and
photographs of potential off-track betting locations for ARLINGTON
PARK RACETRACK. He said he is directly responsible to l 1

in order to get [

with a

[

1
|
had contacted I

la position.
II said that he met

however, he had no idea what the position involved. Prior to that
time he was a retired CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT supervisor as well as a
retired STATE OF ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF VETERAN AFFAIRS employee.

I I advised he gets pensions from both CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT
and the STATE OF ILLINOIS.

Responding to questions concerning any business interests
or partnerships . I Isaid he at one time was a partner with

I I in a travel agency known as
JEFFERSON TRAVEL AGENCY, 5422 Gale Street. Chicago. Illinois

worked together for] advised that he and[
approximately 7-9 years and the business was sold sometime in the
1990s. He also advised that he owns rental properties in the
Chicagoland area as well as in Phoenix, Arizona. | | said
originally I lhad traveled to Arizona and purchased a
condominium . I I said he purchased the condominium from

I I who in turn purchased a single family residence in
Phoenix, Arizona. I I said he then bought another
condominium which he currently rents. He also said he owned
property in

r

the I I IL which he sold approximately 2-3
years ago

.

J said the property generated rental income and

investigation on 4/17/2003 at Rolling Meadows, Illinois
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at the time of the sale he realized approximately $13,000
in net profit.

$15,000

was asked about the circumstances of
]FRANK SCARPELLI'S death in 1994. He advised[

1
]

did not take care of himself and although a lawyer in Chicago, died
of a stroke.

Directing his attention to the EMERALD CASINO investment
made in 1999, I I advised that he was at the WILLOWCREEK
HEALTH CLUB located in Rosemont, Illinois with his friend Q

~~

] He said while reading the paper, he discussed an
article about the proposed EMERALD CASINO coming to Rosemont . He
said that I

~1 told him that he, meaning I 1

could not get involved in the investment but | | should call
I

'
I an EMERALD CASINO officer. I I is not sure if

he was given a phone number by I l or if he looked it up
himself. He did sav that shortly thereafter he telephonically
contacted
set up in Chicago in

and used Is name. A meeting was then
I office located somewhere near the

STATE OF ILLINOIS building. I I said that ! I explained
that for a 1/4 point investment you could become part of the
EMERALD CASINO. I I said it sounded really good, however, he
had no idea how much money 1/4 point entailed. Sometime later lie

found out 1/4 point investment involved $375,000.

Responding to Questions as to the purpose of the EMERALD
CASINO investment, I I advised that his wife passed away
approximately 12 years ago and had a special needs daughter living
at home. He said he was told by[ that the EMERALD CASINO
could generate as much income as $100 , 000 per year after the
original investment was paid off. I I said he saw this as a
way of taking care of his daughter's long-term needs.

Explaining how he generated $375,000 necessary for the
investment,

|
| said that he sold property, mortgaged his

property in Arizona, and took out a home equity loan at the FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF WHEATON. He also stated that he used $40,000 of
his daughter's money which she received from her grandmother in
order to complete the investment.

At
1

this point

[

was displayed a Stock Purchase
Agreement signed and dated September 15, 1999. [

| advised
that was his signature and that the document represents the
purchase of 17.3 shares of common stock in the EMERALD CASINO for
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was then displayed a copy of the EMERALD
Shareholders Agreement signed by

[

] He
$375,000.
CASINO INC
stated that these documents would have either been given to him or
mailed to him and he would have returned them to the EMERALD CASINO
INC. business.

was then displayed a copy of cashiers check
number 54930 dated September 15, 1 999 drawn off the FIRST NATIONAL
BANK OF WHEATON account payable to

[

$375,000.
the sum of

the investment in the EMERALD CASINO.
advised that this cashiers check represented

At this point[ was displayed a Disbursement
Request and Authorization form from the FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
WHEATON fpr a loan dated September 14, 1999 totaling $482,400.

advised that he used $359,000 of that money to purchase
the cashiers check and the other portion of the loan to pay off a
previous home equity loan. i

c ] stated that there are no side agreements and he
received no loans from individuals in order to purchase his 1/4
point investment. He also said there were no consulting fees or
attorney fees paid by him in connection with his investment.

At this point he was displayed a copy of a PARKWAY BANK
AND TRUST statement dated December 31, 1999. I I stated that
he opened up a small account at PARKWAY BANK AND TRUST in order to
pay taxes for business purposes. He then noted a notation of
mobile home written on the bank statement. He said that his
friend, BUD ZEEMAN, who died in either 2001 or 200 2 who was also an
EMERALD CASINO investor, suggested that

|
I invest in a

mobile home business along with other investors . Isaid
that he decided to invest with ZEEMAN and put up $20,000 which he
obtained from a loan from PARKWAY BANK AND TRUST at ZEEMAN'S
suggestion. He said that ZEEMAN had good connections at PARKWAY
BANK AND TRUST and guaranteed his loan in the event it [defaulted.

stated that he still receives dividends from the mobile
home investments that he made with ZEEMAN.

investors,

I

Directing his attention to other EMERALD CASINO
1 stated he only knew BUD ZEEMAN, [

]
He said he only knew these

people enough to say hello, however,!
i j= i _ j *

]

baseball player on one of his teams.
was a former all-star
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Responding to questions concerning Mayor DONALD STEPHENS
of Rosemont, Illinois, I I said he would see Mayor STEPHENS
at the WILLOWCREEK HEALTH CLUB in Rosemont . He also attended two
fundraisers for Mayor STEPHENS after T jprovided him
with tickets

.

.As far as the EMERALD CASINO investment stands today,
I hopes to regain his original investment but he says the

information changes from day to day.

I I said approximately one week ago he received
notice in the mail that he is being sued bv l I He said
that I lis filing a lawsuit against certain investors involved
in the EMERALD CASINO. I

.

I stated he has not yet hired an
attorney to represent him in this civil action.

At this pointr I was served with a copy of a
Federal Grand Jury subpoena commanding his appearance before? an

I iFederal Grand Jury in Chicago. I stated
that he understands the obligations of the subpoena and will
maintain contact with the FBI as well Assistant United States
Attorney (AUSA)

| 1
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[
contacted and interviewed at

was
was advised of

the official identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature
of the interview,
information

:

then provided the following

advised that in 1999 she became aware through
media accounts that the newly created EMERALD CASINO was looking
for minority and female investors.

|
(mentioned to Rosemont

Mayor DONALD STEPHENS that if ever given the opportunity, she would
be interested in investing in the casino. I I explained that
she enjoyed playing slot machines and thought an investment in a
casino could be lucrative. Sometime after she mentioned this to
Mayor STEPHENS, he called her at her TOTAL TRAVEL office and told
her that he was bringing by

| |
who was the EMERALD

CASINO representative selling shares in the casino. Mayor STEPHENS
broughtl I bv the office and introduced him to I I

I I advised that STEPHENS came to the office that day in order
to introduce her to I I could not recall any
specific conversation they had, but knew that the Mayor was
bringing I I to her office to introduce her so that she could
have the opportunity to invest in the casino. Within days of this
introduction, [ called^

,
.. -

,
1
st her pffice and offered her

the opportunity to invest in one-quarter point. The one -quarter
point cost $375,000.

|
_

1 provided I I with the
information concerning the investment and told her he would send
her the appropriate paperwork. I ~l received the paperwork,
completed it, and returned some to
check and some to the ILLINOIS GAMING BOARD.

with her investment

I Is money for the investment came from $100,000 of
her savings and a $275,000 PARKWAY loan. The $100,000 came from

I Is personal accounts and included some cash that she had on
hand as gambling winnings from slot machines. I stated that
two $5,000 cash deposits made to her account just, nrinr t-.o making
the casino investment came from such winnings.

| [ sometimes
"b" f- In c-* t.t -! -r*i -n *? -1 , -ki » >—. .—. ^-^1 J _kept those winnings in cash, and when needed, deposited them into
her bank account

.
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PARKWAY BANK officials!
]' s accountant , f ] introduced her to

president, name unrecalled
with PARKWAY and suggested

[

loanL

Land another bank vice-

J had a banking relationship
_ _

, fuse them to obtain her loan.
1 had no previous relationship with PARKWAY. A business

I had for TOTAL TRAVEL was at LASALLE BANK. She
considered obtaining the casino loan from there, but decided to
follow I ~l s advice . I I s loan at LASALLE was taken out
in approximately 1995 for $360,000 and was used for her travel
agency. Also on the note was her business partner f
wife of prominent personal injury attorney

J
j

owns 60 percent of TOTAL TRAVEL INC. and 60 neroent of
owns 40TOTAL TRAVEL LTD., located in London, England.

percent of the two corporations. The LASALLE loan has since been
paid off through profits earned by TOTAL TRAVEL.

I I s PARKWAY loan was collateralized by her 60
percent ownership in both TOTAL TRAVEL CORPORATIONS and a second
mortgage on her Park Ridge townhouse . I Iwas shown a PARKWAY
BANK business loan presentation sheet that indicated the loan would
be collateralized by assignment of the one-quarter percent share of
the casino. I I advised that she had never seen the
presentation sheet before and that she never intended to assign the
casino investment to PARKWAY. It was always her intention to
collateralize the loan with her ownership in TOTAL TRAVEL and her
townhome.

| | never had any discussions about assigning the
casino interest to the bank with anyone from the bank.

| |

advised that the current balance on her PARKWAY loan is $267,000
and that she continues to make the payments. She vowed she would
pay off the note.

| |
stated that the investment in the casino was

only hers and that no one contributed any money to make the
investment. Moreover,

| had no side agreements or
arrangements with anyone concerning the investment. Finally,

never sold any portion of her investment to anyone.

I I has been Mayor STEPHENS' travel agent for
several years and acknowledged that she did travel with the mayor
to California on one occasion and to London on one occasion. The
California trip was the result of her being invited by | |

I I who worked for
| | When Mayor STEPHENS

traveled to California to meetl I asked
I I to go also.

| I
suggested that

| |
could meet
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all the secretaries in i I office and become the I I

CORPORATION'S travel agent . I I suggested this would lead to
major business for TOTAL TRAVEL, but that never came to be.

I Imade the trip and met all the
| |

employees, but other
than a few bookings, the promise of major business from the|
COMPANY never materialized.

I
lunderstood why many people wondered why, out of

all the people interested in investing in the casino, she was
chosen. I I could not provide a good explanation, but stated
that she felt Mayor STEPHENS provided her the opportunity out of
kindness. I I did have a conversation with Mayor STEPHENS
after she invested in which she asked him why he provided her the
opportunity. Mayor STEPHENS responded something to the effect of
"you deserve it kid." I I emphatically stated that Mayor
STEPHENS never asked her for anything in return and she never
provided him anything.

was aware that Mayor STEPHENS afforded the same
opportunity to his friend

I as she and | are
also good friends and talked about their investments.

| |
was aware from newspaper accounts that

| |

I was a casino investor. I Iwas surprised because she
knew I I was a paid consultant to the Village of Rosemont and
thought that I ~l investment might be a conflict of interest.

I Iwas served with a Federal Grand Jury subpoena
for documents concerning I I

is described as follows:

Sex:
Race

:

DOB:
SSAN

:

Residence address:
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was interviewed at the UNITED STATES
ATTORNEY'S OFFICE. Also present for the interview was Assistant
Untied States Attorney (AUSA) I f s Attorney,

I I UNGARETTI AND HARRIS, 3500 Three First National
Plaza, Chicago, Illinois, (312) 977-9200.

|

~| was advised of the
official identities of the interviewing Agents and the 'nature of the
interview

.

then provided the following information:

[ ]was an Illinois State Policeman and was assigned to
the ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE and the ILLINOIS GAMING BOARD ( IGB)
for a portion of his career. In 1995, he left the ILLINOIS STATE
POLICE and went to work for AERIE HOTELS AND RESORTS. AERIE was the
management company for HP INC. that ran the SILVER EAGLE CASINO in
East Dubuque, Illinois. Sometime later, the law required that the
parent company run the casino and all the AERIE employees transferred
over to HP. I

~1 was
Compliance for HP.

of Development and

In the early to mid 1990s, HP's SILVER EAGLE CASINO was
doing poorly in East Dubuque and was looking for a new location. They
petitioned the IGB on several occasions in an attempt to move the
casino, but the IGB did not feel it had the authority to approve such
a move. In an effort to lobby |the Illinois State Legislature in
Springfield to amend state statutes, HP hired lobbyist

| |
to

lobby for a relocation bill. I

~1 believed this effort began in
approximately 1996. The IGB renewed HP's license in 1997, but again
declined their request to move the casino. Again, HP tried
unsuccessfully to obtain a bill in Springfield. In the winter of
1997, the SILVER EAGLE was losing so much money it had to close for
the winter. It was later reopened, but was still failing, and
sometime in late 1997, closed for good. Also in 1997, the IGB voted
to take back HP's casino license, but as provided for by law, HP
requested an administrative hearing. That allowed HP to maintain the
license during the administrative hearing process. HP has never
received a full administrative hearing and, thus, HP's position is
that to this day it maintains the license.

During the mid to late 1990s when the SILVER EAGLE *was
failing, the IGB told HP they had to contribute additional capital to
keep the casino afloat. As such, three HP owners,!

"
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[personally guaranteed certain BANK OF AMERICA
debt and I Icontributed millions of dollars in capital to keep the
boat afloat. This led to

| |
s ownership interest in the casino

rising from approximately 7 % percent to around 62 percent.

In late 1998, then-i I was trying to get a horse
racing bill passed through the State Legislature and,

'

believed, was making an attempt to carve up HP's license and split
gaming positions among the horse racing tracks throughout the state.
However, that bill, as well as legislation added to that bill that
would allow the SILVER EAGLE to relocate, failed again.

In spring 1999, [ ] took over and the
racetrack bill was resurrected. HP was successful in pinning their
relocation to that law. Despite that small success, in April 1999,
the administrative law judge presiding over the hearing HP requested
to prove that they should keep their license, ruled in a summary
judgement that since HP had no boat, they could not have a license,
and the IGB could take away that license.

| and everyone at HP
were very dismayed with this ruling and thought that even if the
legislation passed, they might not have a license to relocate.

In May 1999, the horse racing legislation, along with the
small portion attached to it that allowed HP to relocate their casino,
passed. Unbeknownst to I I at the time, the law also contained
provisions that allowed dockside gambling on boats that did not .have
to be on navigable waters. Further, it allowed a casino to locate in
Cook County.

For years was aware that Rosemont Mayor DONALD
STEPHENS was interested in acquiring a land-based casino in Rosemont.
However, since Illinois law allowed neither land-based casino gambling
nor casino gambling in Cook County , no one ever thought such a venture
was possible.’ In November 1998, | |

received a telephone call
from I Iwho was working for
a lobbyi st firm, HILL AND KNOWLTON . I I wanted to meet with

land suggested the RITZ CARLTON in Chicago. When !

-

'

Imet
J was accompanied by I I an individual

employed by DAVIS COMPANIES out of California. At the meeting,
I I

said that since HP lost their license, the DAVIS COMPANIES
was willing to buy it. I I said that the DAVIS COMPANIES had an
agreement with Rosemont to open a land-based casino that would be
operated by the DAVIS COMPANIES. I I wanted to offer HP the
opportunity to be part of that project.

| |
got upset because
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the situation very well. told that HP did not lose
the license, it was not for sale, and Illinois law allowed neither
land-based gambling nor a casino in Cook County

.

I ]that HP was not interested in his offer.
told

Jsuggested
was not the right person in the company to talk to and asked

left the meeting with nothingto talk to one of the
resolved.

The next day , [ |

received a call from his secretary who
advised that Mayor DONALD STEPHENS and I ~l were at a
restaurant in Rosemont and wanted him to meet with them there.

\
went to the meeting, which he insisted was thoroughly

documented in various depositions he has provided over the past
several years . This was the first time I I ever met Mayor
STEPHENS.

| bried to straighten out|
| but felt[

was very confused and arrogant., f
and that HP could buy in, but
in control of the license.

was certain that HP was still
stated that at this meeting,

STEPHENS did not acknowledge whether Rosemont entered into any deal
with DAVIS COMPANIES.

Jsaid he already had a deal

b6
b7C

in May 1999,
|

During the months prior to the passage of the legislation

While there, he worked with

[

1 traveled to Springfield every couple of weeks.
I while

|
] contacted various

legislators in an effort to lobby for their relocation legislation.
I

_

~| saw many village mayors in Springfield, to include Calumet
City Mayor f I Rosemont Mayor DONALD STEPHENS, and several
others. All the mayors there were lobbying for some kind of expansion
in the gambling laws or relocation laws that would include casino
gambling in their village.

| 1 believed that STEPHENS was in
Springfield pushing for land-based gambling in Cook County, f

-

may have appeared before one or two subcommittees if called, but
mostly he just helped I

.

~|draft some language for their bill and
assisted him in lobbying various legislators. Most of the time,

I |
stood at the rail in the rotunda and tried to catch

legislators as they moved back and forth between the House and Senate.
Just off the rotunda was

|

office. On a number of occasions,
! |

sat in| |of fice

.

Iadded that many lobbyists and various individuals were using
I office. On at least two occasions,

| |
ran into

Mayor STEPHENS in | office.

Occasionally, attended lobbyist meetings with[
in which various strategies were discussed. Despite these efforts,

said he had no real involvement in getting the legislation
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passed. His real purpose in Springfield was to ensure
| |

was
protecting HP's interests and aggressively lobbying for relocation.

I
|
recalled traveling to Springfield for the vote on

the bil l in the House, but had no involvement other than watching the
vote. I I recalled going to Springfield with I I and

I I for the Senate vote on the bill, but again indicated
that other than watching the vote, he had no involvement in the
process

.

Once the gaming legislation passed, I Ibegan searching
for a new location for HP's casino. The first thing he did in early
June 1999 was contact a real estate agent about property in Gurnee,
Illinois. HP was very interested in locating a casino along the Tri-
State Tollway in Gurnee . Since the legislation opened up Cook County
for dockside gambling, | 1 also called Rosemont Mayor DONALD
STEPHENS to determine if he was interested in a casino in Rosemont.

I ~~l was not sure how he would be received by STEPHENS , because
STEPHENS had previously expressed a dislike for | | and a
negative pplnion
Dubuque

.

.of HP's SILVER EAGLE CASINO operation in East
^ , was pleasantly surprised, however, when he was

cordially received by STEPHENS. I ~l and STEPHENS proceeded to
travel around the Village of Rosemont where STEPHENS showedf 1

two site s west of 294 on which STEPHENS wanted to locate the casino.
I I re~i ected both sites and pushed for a site on the east side of
294. As a negotiating tool, I I told STEPHENS about the site in
Gurnee and eventually persuaded STEPHENS to allow the casino to locate
on the east side of 294.
president

.had help in this effort from HP
[believed that it took approximately2-3 wee£s for them to agree on a site

.

During those discussions,
STEPHENS made it very clear to

|

~| that STEPHENS wanted HP to
build only a casino. STEPHENS did not want any hotels, convention
centers, or restaurants that would directly compete with Rosemont'

s

already established businesses. I

~~| and HP were very happy with
this request because HP wanted a limited focus . HP wanted to build
only a casino, not any other businesses, as they were good casino
operators, but not very good hotel and restaurant operators.
knew that STEPHENS

'
plans were to include an entertainment facility

surrounding the casino.

L |advised that after the site was selected, HP, now
doing business as EMERALD CASINO INC., entered into a development
agreement with the Village of Rosemont. This agreement was executed
prior to receiving IGB approval, which both |

insisted was done exactly as in the ten previous instances in which
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Illinois casino operators entered into development agreements with
other villages . I 1 opined that the IGB had no
institutional knowledge and was not aware it had been done that way-

in the past . They believed the IGB changed the rules on EMERALD in
this case. I I stated that HP entered into a development
agreement with East Dubuque, Illinois prior to receiving IGB approval
when it opened the SILVER EAGLE and saw no reason to do it differently
this time. EMERALD selected POWER CONSTRUCTION to build the casino
because they had done an excellent job on the casino in Elgin and had
recently completed NORTHWESTERN HOSPITAL.

| |
was not aware that

the development agreement called for a joint venture between POWER
CONSTRUCTION and DEGAN & ROSATO CONSTRUCTION COMPANY. I I was
the law firm that negotiated the terms of the agreement for EMERALD.
Rosemont ' s attorney in the matter was

| |
stated

he was not involved in negotiating the terms of that agreement and
could not provide any additional information about it.

I H was responsible for selling the 20 percent minority
interest in the casino as required by the new legislation. |

was not aware of the details of the bill until several days after it
was passed and was shocked to learn that EMERALD had to sell 20
percent ownership to minority and female investors . I I stated
that no rules, regulations or definitions came with this mandate.
Numerous requests of the IGB to clarify the mandate resulted in the
IGB telling EMERALD to "do what you think is right." As such ,1 I

and the other EMERALD officers relied on legal advice from
|

Their advice was that since EMERALD had no offering memorandum. it
could not publicly solicit for investors . | \ indicated that
EMERALD had no interest in putting together an offering memorandum
because the company had a poor financial history and a suspect future.
In short, EMERALD did not feel that laying out all these details would
spark great interest in the company.

Istated that almost immediately after the legislation
phone began to ring off the hook with individualspassed, his

inquiring about investing in the EMERALD CASINO.
| | not only

received calls from minorities and females, but from individuals that
did not fit those two categories . During this process, |

mentioned to I ~l that he was receiving calls from non-
minorities who were interested in investing.

|

he I l was interested in selling approximately- 5
his stock. I I explained that over the years

[

]told[ ] that
- 6 percent of

]was the
only individual to make capital contributions to the company and at

i

\ was not
cash flow

one time owned more than 70 percent of all the stock. [
sure, but did not believe, that

| |
was having any
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problems at the time. thought thatQ
part of his money back while he could was

_ _

believed that his conversations with l loccurred immediately after

]s decision to get
reasonable. I 1

the legislation was passed, sometime in June, when a lot of investors
were calling. When asked why

| |
was interested in selling his

stock to outsiders when he could have sold it back to the company for
the same price, [

~| stated that the company was broke and needed
cash to build the casino, it had no money to pay I I for stock.
Also, I Iwas interested in getting money back, not selling stock
to the company and then having to contribute more capital to the
company in order to build the casino.

| Ibelieved that many of
the agreements between l Hand the 12 investors who bought his stock
were made in June , but the paperwork was not completed until
September. I

~1 did not believe that the prospects for the casino
were all that great in June, partially due to the administrative law
judge's opinion that the IGB could take the license away from HP.

[ ] did not believe that
[ ]

was the only
investor interested in selling his stock, but that he was the only one
willing to sell for $1.5 million per point. 1 — -n

shareholders
[

believed that
^were all

interested in selling, but were attempting to sell for approximately
$4 million per point. No one would buy the stock at that price.

I advised that the $1.5 million per point price was set by
Iin a value calculation it performed.

advised that because EMERALD was a Sub S
corporation, it was allowed to sell to only approximately 72
investors .1 ~l did not know who the 12 investors were who

did not do any investigation or duepurchased^ Js shares
diligence to determine their suitability or connections, f

acknowledged that he was aware that
| |was |

nephew. He knew one or two of the others might be involved in
politics, but was not aware that any had connections to Mayor STEPHENS
or Representative l~ I had no idea that

\
was a paid consultant to the Village of Rosemont.

met I

Delavan, Wisconsin home
anything to do with [

1 at a fundraiser at Mayor STEPHENS'

(
\
denied that Mayor STEPHENS had

Jmvestmg in the casino. Further, I I

denied that STEPHENS had anything to do with who became investors in
the casino. I I acknowledged that STEPHENS introduced him to

I I but denied that those
introductions were made to ensure that those individuals were afforded
the opportunity to invest . ~|denied any knowledge that Mayor
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] wife becoming anSTEPHENS had anything to do with
investor. In fact, I

~~| did not believe STEPHENS even cared for
was a "bullshitter" and
denied that STEPHENS'

Once , when

]as STEPHENS toldL Ithat f

that he was not close to I

introduction to I I was anything but coincidence ,

I

~1 was in Rosemont with the mayor, STEPHENS said he had to go by
his travel agent to pick up some tickets. While at the travel agency,
STEPHENS introduced

J

| to I I indicated an
interest in investing, citing her status as a female.

| |

insisted that several days later
invest. |

~| denied that he initiated the calls to
called him and decided to

and

Idenied that any introductions were made specifically
to ensure certain individuals were allowed to invest in the casino.
In fact, | 1 stated that on numerous occasions Mayor STEPHENS said
to him that STEPHENS did not want to know who was investing.
acknowledged, however, that it certainly was in Mayor STEPHENS' best
interest to know that people he knew and trusted were investors in a
casino in his village. Moreover, I ladmitted that it was in
EMERALD'S best interest to select investors known to the mayor to help
ensure EMERALD received favorable treatment from Rosemont.

| |

denied, however, that any direct or implied agreement was made between
]
or anyone else forhim and the mayor, or him and

that matter, that EMERALD would select investors suggested by anyone.

c
indicated that he and

]
recalled being contacted by

[ j|
who

owned a grocery store in Oak
Park. Illinois and were interested m investing in the casino.

I I
thought that maybe

| |
told him that he received his

number from
[ ^

I but he could not be sure. I

~| sent
one or possibly two packets of information to the

[

I

~
I received a second call from I I who indicated that

going to be the investor. I 1 stated that since the

Later,
|

was
had

a grocery store, he did some limited inquiries and found) that they had
licenses to sell lottery tickets and alcohol.

|

~~|
felt that since

they could qualify for these licenses, they could probably pass
scrutiny with the IGB

.

advised that a number of non-minority investors
called and either decided on their own not to invest or were turned
away because there were only minority shares available

.

| |

was
shown an August 16, 1999 -letter to the IGB from
acknowledged seeing the letter during his I liitigation deposition
and again at his IGB interview.

|

insisted that information
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contained in the letter concerning what transpired during his meeting
with

| |was completely erroneous. I Iwanted to purchase shares
with no money and pay for those shares with future profits.

| |

told him that was not acceptable, as EMERALD needed the money to build
the casino. Additionally,!

]
suggestion that said he had

to take care of people who helped them pass the legislation first and
would sell what was left to minorities, was simply not true. I

rejected the suggestion that this was an unusual assertion for

[

to make, instead suggesting it was a common allegation, as everyone
thought that legislators were on the take.

invested money with broker
met at one of Mayor STEPHENS ' fundraisers,
hedge accounts and T

I
was interested

investments.
m

]s clients included Mayor STEPHENS,

STEPHENS, and the Village of Rosemont

[

s stock in the casino.
[_

]had no knowledge of any other
agreements related to any other shareholder's stock in the casino.

Sex:
Race

:

DOB:
SSAN

:

Address :'

is described as follows:

Male
White

whom he
] was investing in
getting into such

used money he received from the sale of his BLUE
CHIP CASINO stock to open a hedge fund account with l~ I

stated that he did not know

[

and a number of other individuals associated with
still owned

the hedge account, but expressed concern at this scrutiny and implied
that he might terminate his relationship withl

] was not familiar with PARKWAY BANK or any officials
of PARKWAY BANK. I I had no knowledge of an agreement between

]and PARKWAY BANK officials related to
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Dale of transcription 05 / 12 / 2 003

Social Security Account Number (SSAN)

[

Date of Birth (DOB) f

] phone

I

J
residing at I

was telephonically interviewed at his residence regarding
investigation of I I After he was advised of the
nature o f the investigation and the purpose of the interview,

provided the following information:

He advised he is currently in the home renovation
business using the name ROSCHAR, LLC, a limited liability company
owned by his wife. He said the company has been in operation for
approximately 3 years. Prior to that time. I I said he did
business as EASTERN RENTALS, INC., P.O. Box 100, Massapequa, New
York 11758. He acknowledged that the company was created on or
about November 1992 and incorporated in the state of New York. He
said that EASTERN RENTALS, INC, was a partnership consisting of
himself and I I explained that

I I had been in forklift sales prior to the
creation of the company. [_ said that he had been in the
magazine business prior to the creation of EASTERN RENTALS, INC.

Responding to questions concerning the nature of EASTERN
RENTALS, INC . . I~ 1 stated that the company was created to
maintain forklift trucks at the JACOB JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER in
Manhattan, New York. He further stated that they had an exclusive
contract with AMERICAN TRADE SHOW SERVICES, INC., a company that
owned and rented forklift trucks at the JACOB JAVITS CONVENTION
CENTER.

|

~1 further stated that [ was
responsible for obtaining the contract with AMERICAN TRADE SHOW
SERVICES (ATSS)

. [
| acknowledged that there was no start-up

costs for the company and his responsibility was to maintain the
financial records and either mail or fax invoices to ATSS in
Chicago

.

Responding to questions concerning other clients f ~l

maintained as EASTERN RENTALS, INC. (ERI)
, I I said that ATSS

was their only client at the JAVITS CENTER • He said that the
relationship existed for approximately 4 years and that in addition
to providing maintenance to the forklift trucks they also received
a percentage of each forklift truck used at the JAVITS CENTER.
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]_pne of theDirecting his attention to I

owners of ATSS, |~
|
advised that he met|

occasion at the JAVITS CENTER and possibly had one other contact
on one

with him during a 4 year period. [ 3 -was advised that

interest
] was deposed on January 24, 199 6 regarding his business
in Chicago and in New York. SAl ~~l read a portion of

the transcript found
f
on page 50 and 51 to[

] identified
T

stating that
as the person who ran the New York

1 stated that would not be correct and
i _ i J * *_ g ‘ _ J __

operation for ATSS
t i

that he did not run anything) however, participated in the repair
of forklift trucks for ATSS.

In clarifying the business relationship between ERI and
ATSS

.

I I estimated that there were approximately 2 0 trade
shows at the JAVITS CENTER per year. The largest trade shows would
be the auto shows and one or two other shows while the remainder
were smaller insignificant trade shows. I \ stated that the
ATSS forklift trucks had either its name or initials on the side of
the trucks. He said in some instances ATSS also subcontracted with
CLARK FORKLIFT and PRIDE FORKLIFTS to provide additional lift
trucks for the JAVITS CENTER. | H was not familiar with the
name EASTERN SERVICES. INC., SBD SERVICES, INC., or O.G . SERVICES
CORPORATION.

| H stated that his only knowledge of
was connected to ATSS

.

Directing his attention to an invoice dated November 19,
1992 from EASTERN RENTAL CORP., P.O. Box 100, Massapequa, New York,
to AMERICAN TRADE SHOW SERVICE, 950 1 West Devon, Suite 801,
attention: | |

stated that invoices were either
faxed or mailed to I I in Chicago . I ~~l stated that his
only function as ERI was to provide general maintenance, meaning
changing oil for the ATSS forklift trucks at the JACOB JAVITS
•CENTER

.

| |
was asked if he had to rent space at the JAVITS

CENTER to perform this maintenance function to which he responded
he did not. He said that they just used space on the loading docks
and would line up forklift trucks and change the oil and do other
routine maintenance. He identified one part-time mechanic named

I I Last Name Unknown (LNU) who he used for all 4 years. He also
advised that if any additional work, meaning engine repair or other
mechanical work needed to be performed on the forklift trucks, that
was outsourced. | |

identified MR. FORKLIFT of West Babylon,
New York , as providing most of the mechanical work on the forklift
trucks. I |

said that the owner of MR. FORKLIFT was a
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(phonetic) who was believed to be out of business.
said that he estimated yearly revenues of approximately $100,000 a

year and that he and I I
received weekly checks

from ERI of approximately $1,000 each.

Responding to questions concerning any and all meetings
T.r-ihh| ~| advised that he did in fact meet
with when ERI was being formed. He said the meeting took
place at the JAVITS CENTER and consisted of I I his
. . .. I I n i ! T r- rr '

brother [_
and himself . He said|_ J told him and

his brother what would be expected of the company. He also said
that l I instructed him to set up the company under the name of

]said that his brother

[

]would
or

]

EASTERN RENTALS, INC.
have received the initial phone call from either

I Iwhich generated the meeting at the JAVITS CENTER
said there was no written contract between ERI and ATSS and he
estimated seeing f ]

approximately 2 or 3 times during the life
of the contract

.

Directing his attention to a NEW YORK DAILY NEWS article
dated September 9, 1996 stating that I I and EASTERN RENTALS
were being removed from the JAVITS CENTER I stated that
EASTERN RENTALS was his company, not I IS . He said that
after September 1996 he had no further contact with

\
~

_|
aud/n-r l I identified! |

as being
approximately 10 years older than ! l and estimat

ed when ljie

first met him would have been in his early to mid 50s
said his brother |

1
could be reached at his home number of

STEPHENS

.

has no information nor has he ever met DONALD

by ERI, T

Responding to questions regarding the revenues generated
I said that when the company was first formed

]had approximately 30 forklift trucks at the
JAVITS CENTER. He described these trucks as being in relatively
poor condition and needed a lot of maintenance

. [_ ] explained
his agreement with I las receiving 3 0 percent of
the fee collected for each forklift truck used at the JAVITS
CENTER. He said that hypothetically if there were 30 trucks at the
JAVITS CENTER being used for 5 days and being billed an unspecified
amount per truck, ATSS would send that bill directly to the trade
Show manager such as FREEMAN DECORATING or GREYHOUND EXPOSITION
SERVICES (GES) . |

"~jsaid that his company in turn would
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receive approximately 30 percent of whatever that fee was received
by ATSS . Additionally, he would invoice ATSS for all work done
outside of the normal maintenance agreement with ATSS

.

1 advised that he had phone numbers for both ATSS
He had no knowledge that I \in Chicago and _

was connected to any organized crime in Chicago and/or New York.

I

~| further stated that he received no consulting
fees or additional fees from ATSS and that state and federal
corporate tax returns were prepared by his accountant^ ]LNU.

At this point, was advised that[
I |

were under subpoena and that those records
would need to be produced to a Federal Grand Jury (FGJ) in Chicago,
Additionally, I 1 was told that he in fact is under subpoena to
testify before a FGJ in Chicago on

| |
He stated that he

would accept service of the subpoena via fax and would begin to
assemble the records

|
which are 1
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Date of transcription 05 /21/2003

Date of Birth (DOB) I 1

residing at
1 1

ence1 Iwas telephonicallv interviewed at his resid
regarding an investigation of I I

I I After being advised of the nature of the investigation and the
purpose of the interview, I ~l provided the following
information:

| |
stated that he is presently unemployed; however,

his career has involved the selling of forklift trucks and large
machinery. He said that prior to being unemployed, he had worked
at the CLARK EQUIPMENT COMPANY in Woodside, New York for
approximately 5 years . He also stated that he worked at the YALE
FORKLIFT TRUCK facility in Hicksville, New York for approximately
10 years. He said he also worked at the BAKER FORKLIFT TRUCK
facility and also was involved in EASTERN RENTAL INC(ERI)

.

Directing his attention to his affiliation with ERI
, P.O.

Box 100, Massapequa, New York 11758, f I advised that in the
early 1990s he received a telephone call from an individual, name
not recalled, who operated a machinery company at the JACOB JAVITS
CONVENTION CENTER (JJCC) in Manhattan, New York. [ stated
that he personally went to the JJCC to inspect the forklift trucks
and found them to be in extremely bad shape. He said the trucks
were owned by AMERICAN TRADE SHOW SERVICE (ATSS) and they were
leaking oil, producing smoke, and generally falling apart. He said
the main trade show managers, UNITED EXPO, stopped renting forklift
trucks from ATSS due to the poor performances

. f
'

further
found out that the TEAMSTERS UNION, the drivers of the forklift
trucks, refused to drive the trucks up the ramps of the JJCC due to
poor hydraulics and braking. I

~1 recalled that there were
approximately 30 trucks at the JJCC belonging to ATSS which he
described as 1960 or 1970 models. I H suggested that they
rebuild all the trucks to bring them up to proper working
condition. It was at this time that

| | learned that the owner
of ATSS was

' '

of[
Sometime later, stated that he was in the office

introduced
|_

1 a TEAMSTERS UNION LOCAL 807 official.
Ito l ] in his office and they
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He recalled they hired one
a New York City DEPARTMENT OF

SANITATION worker who would change oil and do basic maintenance on
the fleet of forklift trucks during a night shift.

bookkeeping and paid all the bills,
part-time mechanic named f

Responding to questions concerning I Is investment
in ERI

. , he responded that his investment was minimal . He said he
purchased parts for the 30 forklift trucks and made sure there was
no further breakdown of the machines. He said during arrangement
with himself and

|

~j he stated that he was to
provide a number of machines and the name of the show and fax the
information to ATSS in Chicago, Illinois. Then ATSS would bill the
specific trade show managers and ERI. would receive 50 percent of
the billings

.

I ] recalled contacting
at the JACOB JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER, who gave ERI. a

room to store their tools for overnight security.
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West Devon, Suite 801, Rosemont, Illinois, (847) 318-6010 . |

stated that usually the
| I (LNU) , would answer the

phone/ however, would take messages for| |also
provided phone numbers of ( 847)806-9253 for ATSS and a fax number
of (847)318-7823. I I further advised that he had a phone
number for CENTURY TRADE SHOW SERVICES and EASTERN TRADE SHOW
SERVICES in Chicago, Illinois at (847)398-3383.

I I further explained the trade show industry as
being run by the trade show managers . He identified UNITED
EXPOSITION SERVICES and HOFFAND of Buffalo New York as two of the
largest trade show managers.- He stated that they would essentially
rent the JACOB JAVITS CONVENTION CENTER for the automobile, boat,
or computer shows, which were some of the larger shows at the
convention center. All services, including the forklift trucks,
were subcontracted through smaller companies, such as ATSS.

I estimated I I to be
approximately 60 years of age when he met him and further described
him as a short individual

.

Responding to questions concerning the revenues for
EASTERN RENTAL, INC.,
real good.

|advised that the revenues started off
He said that at ter he and his brother got the entire

forklift truck fleet fixed and operating properly, there were not
enough forklift trucks to handle the demand. Therefore, ATSS
purchased another 20-25 new forklift trucks in Chicago and had
them shipped to the JJCC for use there.

In describing his specific responsibilities at ERI .

,

!
|
stated that he would get to the JJCC early and check every

machine to make sure it was ready to run. He said he would list
the number of machines and the number of drivers necessary for a
specific show. He would then fax that information to ATSS in
Chicago for their records. I

~| further clarified that usually
it would take 3-4 days to set up a show at which time the
forklift trucks would be used. Then a show might run for an
additional 5 or 6 days at which time the forklift trucks were not
used. Finally, the show was completed and the takedown would take2-3 days at which time forklift trucks would be used. He said
all this information would have been forwarded to ATSS in Rosemont,
Illinois for their records. Afterwards, he would receive a check
from ATSS payable to ERI. for 50 percent of each forklift truck.

"[estimated he was drawing down approximately $900 a week
from the ERI. business account as salary.
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Governor
,

changes at the JJCC.

Istated sometime in 1996, newly elected New York
1 was inaugurated into office and quickly made

| first removed the TEAMSTERS UNION from
the JJCC and replaced them with state employees. I Isaid- in
essence, everyhody lost their job at the JJCC. I Iwas
notified by the new building manager that ERI had approximately one
week to get all the ATSS trucks out of the JJCC. | | said he
hired various trucking companies to transport approximately 60
forklift trucks back to ATTS in Chicago, Illinois.

Responding to questions concerning his knowledge of
advised that he had heard the name

used by someone in New York as a Chicago TEAMSTER UNION official.
He said he met I I at least once and possibly twice in the
office of

|
( g a TEAMSTER UNION official from New York.

He estimated this meeting took place approximately 6-8 months
after ERI. was established.

| | further stated he had no idea
that

[_

later he had learned that
ATSS.

had any owner interes t in ATSS . He said snmp.hifip
was a partner with m
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[

On another occasion, f

3 by
could not recall the nature of the conversation.

I recalled being introduced to
at a lunch in New York.

[ 3 responded to questions concerning any information
on DONALD STEPHENS and advised that he has never met, nor does he
know of a DONALD STEPHENS.

Responding to questions concerning any kickbacks given to
] or anyone in connection with the ATSSc

contract, advised that there were no kickbacks and he
received a salary for work ERI

.
performed with ATSS

. [
/"'l (Sn -I —» 1-iT T /—i r— nn 1 4- •! .—# « avmvn n Jam J— _ .1 1

.
also

denied any consulting companies that were used in connection with
these contracts and that there were no solicitations made to him by
anyone

•
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